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PELICAN
New Jersey State Teachers College at Montclair

VOL I. NO. 1.

-P R IC E 10c.

NOVEM BER 28, 1928,

Faculty Men Honor
The Football Squad
------o —

Student Body Welcomes
New Faculty Members

—

Bob Pollison E lected Captain-—
W alt Hohn,<Manager
1929
—

Thanksgiving Dance
Sponsored by Juniors
------O------

o —

The firs t annual banquet fo r the
football squad w as •given in E dw ard
R uss H all by m em bers of the fa c
ulty. Mr. H arley M ilstead, officiat
ing as th e to astm aster, served laughs
and quips to those present. .The.
speak ers w ere greeted w ith enthus
iasm , even though they did let the
tu rk e y grow cold while they talked.
G uy- M orrison, coach, gave a fa re 
well m essage to the football season.

S p otlight D ance Feature
ol E vening
—o—.

Das Deutsche Verein
v Plans Xmas Meeting
-O—
D as D eutsche V erein welcomes all

W hen an o rch estra plays on an oc
tagonal pavilion. Surrounded by corn
stalks, a T hanksgiving D ance is
bound to be a success. The V a rsity
Six p l a y e d t h e Ju n io rs gave the
dance, la st F rid ay night. . The a n 
ticipated crowd of dancers, including
sev e ral m em bers of th e facu lty and

Som e

Inside Inform ation
W ho’s W ho A t
M ontclair
—o
,

On

We tak e this, opportunity to ex
tend a h earty , welcome to th e new
m em bers of th e faculty. In fact, we
intend to spread some gossip about
them in th is column.
Mr. P au l H am ilton is first; he is
a g ra d u ate of th e W ilm ington H igh
School, W ilm ington, D elaw are. His
college course a t P rinceton U niver
sity w as in terru p ted in 1917 by th e
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Yesterday... And T oday
By Meryl Yourish
• It is 1928. Montclair State Teacher^ College has just published its first student
newspaper, the Pelican. The eight-page paper cost $.10. Sporfs are hidden on page
three, the news stories consist of coming events, what the .clubs are doing, and a
welcome to new faculty members. The rest of the paper is devoted .to creative
writing, poetry, jokes, and fillers. Oh, yes^the four ads arg all on the back page.
“The consensus of opinion: on the campus-is that students do not get enough
sleep. We must adopt the lecture system!” ,
“Were you upset by the bank failure?"
“Yes.-I completely lost my balance.”
Besides these and other jokes, there are snippets of informationlelling the reader
about the North pole, Elizabeth Zane, stars, flowers, memory, aqd tourism. The
Editorials were devoted to telling Freshmen to “ take stock” in their studies and not
to led things 'dido: red tape: and, of course, the Pelican.
In 1928 Russ, Chapin, and College Halls were the major buildings on campus.
There were several hundred students then as opposed to about 15,000 at present.
College Hall contained the school'gymnasium. There was a total of 46 staff and
faculty members. John C. Stone was the head of the Math Dept. Edward Harlan
Webster wasjhe head of the English Dept. Harry A. Sprague was the President of
The College. All three men have buildings named after them.
It is 1946. The Amphitheatre, College High, and the Recreation Center(nowthe
Drop-In Center) have been added. The Pelican is now the MONTCLARION.
There are about 1200 undergraduates at MSC- Morris,G. McGee, Associate
Professor of English, was a student in 1946.
• According to McGee, the MONTCLARION was more topical in the 40’s than in
the first issues. It came out twice a month. McGee was News Editor and Feature
Editor as a student. He also played and won letters in several sports and was the
starting center for the Indian^. He also said that college life was not really much
different then.
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Off Campus: The Price Is Right
student can rent a room arid
By Sue Kobylarz
have use of the kitchen, laundry
A student who decides to live
facilities, and visitation rights
o f f- c a m p u s c o u ld save
of either sex. A private
anywhere from $50 to $90 each
telephone can be installed at
semester off the prictrofa dorm
the resident’s expense.
room.
■" The biggest problem in offAccording to John Shearcampus housing comes when a
man.
Asst. Director of
homedwner’s .lifestyle infringes
Housing. "The average price of
on what a student can or can’t
a room off-campus is $22-24
do," Sherman- said. “This
per person per week, although
happens because students don’t
some students have found
ask all the questions that they
rooms for as little as $15-17 or
"ought to. They should explore’
as much as $25-30 per week."
as many living situations as
The price for a dorm room is
possible before deciding on
$28 per week per person, or
one."
$448 for the semester. Clove
Speaking in his comfortable
Road Apartments charge the
new office quarters in Bohn
same, but the four people in
H all. S h e a rm a n a d d e d .
each unit must pay their own
“ Usually, problems are settlod
utilities.
by the student and landlord
During the semester break, a
landlord can still charge rent if , themselves. We really don’t
have the authority to Step in."
the student goes home, but this
He recalled a. student who
is usually half the regular price.
rented a few rooms in the
listings for rooms are
basement of a house. One day
available outside the Housing
his landlord was expecting
Services Office on the Fourth
company and took it upon
Floor of Bohn Hall. Posted on
himself to.go downstairs and
small index, cards, the listings
clean the rooms before showing
contain all pertinent informa
his house to his guests. "This
tion. such as the number of
invasion of privacy is probably
fooms, number of persons who
can rent, the price, -and all
privileges allowed in the home
by the landlord.
Depending on the fee and the
flexibility of the . landlord, a

H orse
Show
A Horse Show, sponsored by
the MSC Riding-Club. will be
held on Sun., Nov. 12, from 9
AM to 5 PM at the Briarwobd
Farms in Oldwick, NJ.
A number of northeast
colleges will be. participating in
the show, which is free.
F urther inform ation is
available by calling Andy
Schenke, Captain of the Riding
Club, at 759-6427.

one ■of the most extrerhe
examples,” Shearman said. “ 1
volunteered to call the landlord
and speak to him; that’s one of
the steps I’ll take in'a situation
like that."
Housing Services solicits,
rooms by mailings cards to
homeowners in Moritcjair and
some surrounding communi
ties. “We used to advertise by
putting up flyers and signs and
taking out ads in local papers,
but we don't really have to do
that anymore. Right now. there

T IE MBA
WITH AN
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE
FACULTY AT
RUTGERS

a re 600-700 hom e and
a p a r t m e n t o w n e rs w h o
advertise here. At this point,
the supply meets the demand,"
Shearman said.
Because of this large amount
of rooms, the College no longer
screens rooms before offering
them, as they had previously. It1
is now th e s t u d e n t ’ s
responsibility to check them.
With an average of two
persons per home, about 12001400 students are currently
renting off campus. Many of
these people could not get into
the dorms on campus; last year
alone. 800 people were put on
the waiting list.
Shearman advises students
who are planning to live offcampus to look early for
rooms. “We post available
rooms in A pril for The

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.

everything

Richard D. Marshall,
L .L .B .— Howard
University. Former
Corporate Officer of the
Government National
Mortgage Association.
Consultant and Advisor
in Housing Development
and Municipal
Management. Teacher of
Real Estate Finance and
Land Use. Professor of
Business Administration.

Buckner A. Wallingford.
II. Ph.D .— University of
Michigan. Teacher,
Researcher and
Consultant in Corporate
Finance, Securities
Markets, Investment
Analysis, and Portfolio
Selection and Balance.
Author Associate
Professor of Business
Administration.

w.
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From A Guide to Executive Education
in Business Week Magazine

Rutgers, The State University,
offers you an opportunity to
study with one of the nation’s
most distinguished faculties in
management education —
whether as a full-time or parttime student. The Rutgers
” MBA program is one of three
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American As
sembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Trimester study program.
Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-tim e admis
sions September and February.
Convenient locations on our Newark
Campus and in the N ew Brunswick Area.

(except sales items)
Nov. 9th thru N ov. 11th
And everything means all the latest
vstyle and fashions from Levi’s, Lee,
Wrangler and others. It’s T he D ep o t’s
way of saying THANKS!

A n n iv e r s a r y S p e c ia ls

Levi’s & L ee Sh irts
Assorted Woven Long Sleeve
Values up To $16.00
$999
1While supply lasts!

W rangler
P rew ash ed Jean s
Students 14 oz. - Straight Leg.
Mens 12 oz. Straight or Flare
reg. price
$8 ? 9
$12.79 to $13J 9

“One of America’s
top Graduate Schools of
Business Administration.”
.★ •frames

Anniversary
Sale

20% off

H*rjr 6. Flfm try

★ crafts

following Septem ber,” he
noted.
Some students prefer to live
in a re g u la r f u ll-s i/e d
apartment off-campus. “We
haVe some apartment listings
but not many," Shearman said.
“Students sometimes will go to
a realtor for that."
Most .regular apartments
require leases, and stUdeiits
should be aware of the legalities
involved in such arrangements.
As a general rule, single rooms
do not entail leases—in such
cases they are not necessary
and Shearman suggests that" a
student refrain from signing
one.
Shearman commented, "In
my seven years, here. I’ve
known most students to favor
dorm life. But I really thing that
off-campus housing is a good
experience—it’s good to get out
to quieter surroundings for a
change."

S w ea ters
Lightweight Knit
Paul S. Nadler, Ph.D .—
New York University.
National Authority on
Banking, Regular
Columnist in The
American Banker;
Author, Consultant and
Advisor to banks, State,
and Federal Agencies.
Professor of Business
Administration.

Rosa Oppenheim, Ph.D .—
Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn. Recipient of the
Teacher of the Year Award
Research and Publications in
Mathematical Programming
and Graph Theory. Member
Society of Women Engineers
and Operations Research
Society of America Assistant
Professor of Business
Administration.

Assorted colors in S,M.L, XL
reej. price $9.99
$6?9
while supply last!

Depot T-Shirts
reg. $1.99 to $2.99

n t 9 to n ?9
Withthis coupon

no purchase necessary
Offer good thru Nov. 11, 1978

L e e K E Y R IN G

or

RUTGERS

^ ‘‘'P O S T E R

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Business Administration
92 New Street, Newark, N .J. 07102
Please send me full information on your
MBA program.
Name________

_______________

WAYNE HILLS MALL

H am burg Tpke.. Wayne. N J.
(Meyer Brothers)

Address—

City_—

WEST-BELT MALL

Rts. 23 & 46. Wayne. N.J.
(J.C. Penny - Korvettes)

-State-

-Z ip-

SADDLE BROOK MALL

Rt. 46 West. Saddle Brook. N.J.
(Bradtees - Stop & Shop)
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F o o d F ig h t!

TWO FOR ONE: Geraldo Rivera. A BC News Commentator, spoke in a /tress conference in the CINA
Office before his scheduled lecture on Nov. 2. Rivera talked about Americans get ting involved in
persona! causes. He also discussed the Bakke. Decision which concerns minorities, of which Rivera can
speak from two viewpoints—being both Jewish and Puerto Rican.

R iv e r a ’s S u rp risin g P a s t
By Kenneth Lambert
“1 was chosen by ABC News because I*was a
Puerto -Rican, and "not because 1 was a
Journalist."' Geraldo Rivera stated.
Although Rivera -rarely touched on the
scheduled topic of ‘‘The Social Role of
Broadcast Journalism.” he did disciiss the
importance oF Americans getting involved itr
order to better the country and to “rid the system
oncomplamts.”
An ABC News Commentator, Rivera lectured
to a group of-about 1-90 very enthusiastic people.
The lecture was held in the Student Center
. Ballrooms-on Nov. 2. The lecture was sponsored
by the Council on International and National
Affairs (CINA).
Rivera appeared very relaxed, leisurely
dressed, and spent most of the night talking
about Americans getting involved in personal
causes. He noticed that “Journalists in his field
either get so involved in stories that they can’t be
objective, or they're not involved at all.”
Rivera also talked about sensationalism in
broadcasting, one of the biggest being the Bakke
decision that was handed down by the Supreme
Court, which _R,ivera agreed with. The
announcement left the audience with many
stunned expressions, on their faces.
The slender, welLgroorned Rivera has shown
personal involvement throughout his Life, the
most important being, his interest in the
Wjllowbrook Center for the Mentally Retarded.
He did thorough investigating on the case, as
well as a 10 part series followup.
J'he Willowbrook case, “The People vs. The
State ol New York,” was undertaken to improve
conditions and care for the State’s mentally ill
and retarded. His-coverage of the case won him
the highest honors^ achieved by any
documentary.
Rivera’s early childhood- was peculiar in that
he started out as a leader of a gang, the “Corner
Boys.” Because of his involvement with the gang,
he was a poor student.
After, his bad ^academic start, he went to New
York City Community College to study’English
and Math. With the aid of a Navy Captain
friend, he was accepted by the Maritime College
of the State University of New York.
Rivera took some time off to wbik as a
salesman and. to play professional spccer in
Mexico to finance the rest of his education at the
UnTversi ty~of'Ar fzEfftS?

Rivera’s legal career began with his
acceptance to Brooklyn l aw SchodL His main
concentration was :store limit legal aid?
As a lawyer he represented The Young Lords,
a Puerto Rican gang. as well as The Black
Panthers, he explained.
. .
' W hen ask ed a b o u t o b je c tiv itv -in"
-broadcasting,. Rivera rephed, “Objectivity must
be-a word thatwas^ made u p by some peryerfed
Journalism professor.”
In answer to a question about whether or not
he was looked down on by hiscoHeagues, Rivera
said, “Because of myageand my viewsand how I
do things, I do believe that'1 was^ looked down
on.”
Rivera saw himself as being very passionate by
nature, but said in general that “Americans are
less passionate than they have been in the past," ,
Rivera talked about one of the biggest cases of
Sensationalism in the medium, the Bakke.
decision.
“ I agree with the Bakke decision," Rivera said,
“because 1 don’t agree that there aren’t any
minorities who can cofnpete with any white
person -_on an equal basis.” Rivera can speak
from at least two minority viewpoints. He
jokingly added. “When ABC picked me, they
didn’t realize that they got two for one.” Rivera’s
mother happens to be Jewish and his father is
Puerto Rican,
Rivera was paid $3000 fora three hour lecture
and a rpaximum of $250 for traveling expenses.
Joyce Bowen. Vice President of C1.NA, said.
"I was pleased with the crowd for a Thursday
night. The audience was very interested and
enthusiastic, and very active during the question
and answer period,” Bowen stated.
Rivera has done over 3000 stories in hiVcight
years, in broadcasting. His topics for
imestigations have ranged from drug abuse to
migrant workers.
Rivera’s other involvements include being
host of “Good Night America," and co-host of
“ Good M orning A m erica.” where'- he
investigated the K KK. He was also a reporter on
livewitness News. Special reporter for 20 20.
and founder of One to One.
One to One was established specifically for
retarded persons. It is made up of small
com m unity-based group; homes, which,
according to Ri,yera,,-will give them some nuigh,
needed"humane treatment.

By Naedine Hazell
Spend one day fasting and
experience real hunger as
many underpriviledged.men,
women and children do every
day. _

something which must be
recognized as crucial.” She
added,"a one day fast is an ideal
vehicle' for informing and
involving a community with
this problem."

Any m em ber'of the . MSC
commynity- can help the
hungry to help themselves, by
participating in a one day fast.

The fast allows people to'
actively participate in easing
th e h u n g e r s i t u a t i o n .
Badenhauser commented that
'the students- must be better
educated on this issue. We hope
it is stressed that the money
donated i s u s e d to help

The fast will be held Thurs.,
Nov. 16. Corhmunities the
world over will be participating
in this fast. It will be sponsored
i by Oxfam, an organization
which raises and sends money
to small self-help projects in
A sia. Africa, and, l,a t i n
America. Bex inn Badenhausen, a campus Minister
directing the fast, is asking thatmembersof the community fast
from food for one day and
donate the unspent money to
Oxfam. Tables will be set up in
the Student Center lobby and
C ollege Hall to collect
donations.
Badenhausen and Oxfam
feel that the project serves
many purposes. The fast acts
as a consciousness raising
exercise, and it js productive in
that it raises money to alleviate
the world hunger problem.
¡lAlso.tjt is physically beneficial
-foTasf periodically.
During a phone interview to
the Oxfam organization in
Boston, Ann Fish, Assistant
D i r e-c t o r o f R e so u-r c e
Development explained that
“Oxfam is a privately funded
organization. We receive no
g o v e rn m e n t a s s is ta n c e .
Therefore, the amount of
donated money used for
projects fluctuates from year to
year.” This year. Fish said
Oxfam had enough private
funding to be able to use \ 70 of
every dollar" donated to
sponsor agricultural projects in
underdeveloped countries.'
Badenhauser feels that "the
world hunger' problem . is

"The w o r l d h u n g e r
problem J s something
which m ust be recognized
as crucial. " A one day
hunger fa st will be held on
Thurs., Nov. 16.
-someone to help himself.”
An Oxfam circular describes
the organization’s function as
supportive of -" self-reliance
abroad, instead of sending
relief supplies." The donations
-Tenable people in Africa, Asia,
or Latin America to buy seed
for an entire croprraise a Hock
of chickens, or build - an
irrigation ditch.”
Lillian Rosenberg, Physician
of MSC Health Center, stated
that "fasting certainly cannot
hurt a healthy person.iasi long
as the participant is young and
doesn’t have diabetes, or any
otherjcelated disease. It would
probably do'hirrigood.”
Badenhauser is hoping that
a large segment of the MSC
community will become aware
of the fast and participate.”
In November of 1976, Father
K enneth S. H erb ster of
Newman House sponsored a
fast for Oxfam which was
fairly successful. Herbster said.
"We raised about SI.100 for
Oxfam."
'Badenhausen said. We have
not 'specified exactly what
country we wmuld like the
money to go to, although we
could. We are leaving the
decision up to Oxfam.
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eye
on
new jersey
P ic k in g O ver C uisine
Formal plans are under way to evaluate Cuisine. Ltd., the
campus food service at Trenton State College (TSC).
according to Ron Bartlett of the Signal.
A newly formed SGA food committee, headed by
Freshman Marc Held, plans to use an elaborate 136-item
evaluation form to rate the food services. Held said that
nothing definite has happened yet, but he has met with F:.d
White, Cuisine manager.
Held has been involved with food preparation since he
was 16, working in a delicatessen, and undergoing
management training for Gino’s. According to HelcL the
committee hopes to win the approval of. Cuisine
management to spot check all food facilities three times each
meal, but not daily, in the areas of cleanliness, food quality,
and service.
.
. / .
\

S ta te L ea ves M ess
Student Center costs at Rutgers University in New
Brunswick have Increased nearly seven-fold for full-time
University students in the past three years, according to an
article,ir> the Daily Targum.
According to Mark Mansfield, News Editor for the
Targum, a memorandum was prepared by the University’s
Senior Vice President . fbr Program Development.
Budgeting, and. Student Services, Marvin Greenberg. The
report said that the State originally-had agreed to fund the
program costs associated with the Centeikas well as their
operation and maintenance. Student fees would cover the
repayment of bond issues which would be used to pay for
construction.
In 1975-76 the Dept, of Higher Education recommended
to the Board of Higher Education that support for student
center operations be discontinued. Since 1976 there has been
no State support for operations and maintenance.
According to Greenberg, the University .was forced to
increase student fees tq compensate for the State's decision
to cut.funding. In the past three years, the fee has increased
from $4 per student ¡to "itspresent level of "$26 per student.
State support for next year is very unlikely considering the
State’s “grim budgetary situation,”

P ro tected From P rotest
By M. Mary Laing
The Miss MSC Scholarship
Pageant is still scheduled to
take place on April 18, 1979,
with the College Life Union
Board (CLUB) sponsoring it.
In spite of the objections
voiced by a few groups on
campus, those involved with
running the Pageant do not
plan to stop it.
In an interview last Friday,
Bob G uaglianone, CLUB
President, stated that “Even
with a very diversified form of
programing, all the events we
have-will not please everyone.”
When CLUB voted to
sponsor the Pageant they were
aware it would be met with
opposition and were prepared
for it. However, Guaglianone
stated that, “This is not the only
sc h o la rsh ip aw arded, on
campus which excludes some
students." He felt that the
credibility of being associated
with the Miss America Pageant
would provide for the Contest
to be done in good taste.
The idea of the Pageant was
first approved by CLUB’s
Executive Board, and in a
general meeting of approxi
mately 75 people, CLUB voted
unanimously to sponsor the
contest in spite of anticipated
opposition. x
Guaglianone felt that many
scholarships on campus are not
open to all MSC students
equally. He used those awarded
by the Music and Theater
Departments as examples. If
one does not have a talent in
this area, the scholarship is out

A

S u in g F or C redits

of reach. “There is some sort of
elimination,” he said. This M iss
MSC Scholarship is for a
limited group also.
In order to get contributions
from the local merchants,
CLU B needed the credibility of
Miss America behind the
p ag ean t. G ary P o lila n o ,
Executive-Director of the Miss
MSC Pageant, felt that a
“program of such standards
and prestige did not need to be
defended.”
CLUB holds a general
meeting every other Tuesday at
4:30 PM in the Student Center,
which is open to all MSC
students. Guaglianone felt that
anyone opposed to the
Scholarship Pagent should
have attended a meeting and
voiced an opinion. But now
that it has been voted on “We
are not throwing out the whole
idea to please a few people,” he
said.
Guaglianone was aware? of
the Commission on Affirma
tive Action stand objecting to
the Schqlarship Pageant as it is
now structured. He was very'
upset that “an issue like the
Contest was discussed without
any representation to speak in
defehse of the Pageant.”
The Miss MSC Pageant
excludes m arried women.
Guaglianone said that there are
other pageantsopen to married
women, but he felt that this one
provided “better opportunity
for a larger female population
of MSC to compete.”
Politano believes everyone
has the right to express an

opinion. However, he does feel
that many people are speaking
casually and publically against
something they know nothing
about. He did a good amount
of study bn the Pageant, found
it outstanding, and wanted to
get involved.
He is not getting paid for his
work, but he does get the “selfsatisfaction of a successful local
program, like anyone else
would,” he said. Politano
added, “If this is not reason
enough to say why I’m involved
with the Pageant, I owe no
justification to anyone.” *
Although the Pageant is .not
open to all MSC students as far
as the competition goes,
Politano stated that “anyone at
this point is' invited andwelcomed to work with the
Pageant.”
All of the judges will come
from outside of the MSC
campus. Guaglianone wants
“every woman competing to
have an equal opportunity,to
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R»d Skelton's Cow drop a load on sta|e...AH this and more at..
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•« ABBO T T 8i COSTELLO •STAR TREK
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CONSORTIUM
between

William Paterson College (WPC) may be sued for
misrepresentation of classes, according to.Bill Madaras,
News Editor of the Beacorr.
WPC President Seymour C. Hyman called the Editor-in-Chief, Judy Mills, and a News Reporter, Mike Olohan, of
the Beacon, into his office and reprimanded them for doing
an article on the fact that students in basic skills remedial
classes are not given - credit for, them towards their
baccalaureate degree. Also discussed was the facj that if the
classes are not passed by the 31st or 43rd credit, the student
may be dismissed from the College lor nqt fulfilling basic
skills require"ments.
Students at Freshman orient'ation weri not told thatthese
classes would not count and they they’could be dismissed.
According to the Dean of Students, Sum Silas, and Hyman,
it is the fault of the academic advjsors for not giving the
proper counseling to these studergs.
The recent decision by Hyman that the classes will not
•«count toward the BA or BS dfegree will not be changed.
According to attorneys which the Beacon contacted, there is
a “28fV chance that the College could be sued for
misrepresentation.”

MSC

aVid

WPC

MSC students are welcom e to register fo r the
fo llo w in g courses at WPC:

Chinese Mini Course
Basic Chinese I
Basic Chinese It
Intermediate Chinese I
Intermediate Chinese II
Advanced Chinese Conversation and Com position
Advanced Chinese Conversation and Com position
Chinese Literature in English Translation

(1,2 or 3 credits)
(4 credits)
(4 credits)
(4 credits)
(4 Credits)
(3 credits)
(3 credits)
(3 credits)

For information,call Dr.D.Chao,WPC,595-2330
For registratiorhcontact Mr.Butler,MSC Associate Registrar

By Helane Becker
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Students Shattered
By Rosemary Biedermann
In addition to the usual
complaints about parking
problems, the problem of glass
and debris in the lots has
become particularly trouble
some to commuters.
The situation might be
demonstrated by a student who
pulls into the MSC campus

and angered_students for some
time.Joseph McGinty, Head of
the M ain ten an ce D ept.,
acknowledges broken glass as a
recurring problem. In an
interview in his office, McGinty
explained what can be done by
the students and the grounds
crew to help correct the
p ro b le m . M cG in ty a lso
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No machines exist that will
sweep up crushed glass. If the
Dept, gets a report of broken
glass in the lots, they will take
brooms-out and sweep it up by
hand.
“The grounds crew starts
their rounds at 7:30 AM every
morning and continues for
however long it takes them to
clean the campus. If a problem
arises later in the day, security
alerts us and we go down and
take care of it,” he said, “ it is a
very large campus, and people
arrive early; it’s very difficult to
keep it clean,” McGinty said.
The causes of broken glass in
the parking lots are hard to
determine, “ 1 don’t believe the
Saturday night football games
are the problem. WeTtave a
crew who cleans up .in the
immediate area after the.
games,” McGinty explained. “I
don’t think it is s.o much the
"game, but that it is Saturday
night,” he said.
“We’ve, had cases where
people came in and dumped a
few six packs of beer bottles. I
don’t knew what it is about
parking lots,” McGinty said
smiling.

vtosTn \1<i(oroaffrnivrn^TIRE TRAP: Signes such as this'are a çommon occurence in the ,
parkin}» lo ts .iiie Maintenance Dept.. however, will come oitt to
eMail up i/i the sntclehts report to them the local ion ofthe glass and
(Itihris in the lots.
“Students could be a great
suggested the possible causes.
with 15 minutes to get to class.
help to us. If they see broken
The grounds crew consists of
glitss, burnt out street lights, or
If a student is lucky enough to
15 to 20 men. “They make a
any hazardous conditions, they
get-a parking spot in the first lot
complete tour of the cafnpus
could call the Maintenance
of the Quarry, he zips into the
and'the parking lofs, picking up
Dept., and we’ll send down a
spot. Suddenly there’s a pop
refuse including' broken glass.
crew,” he said. “I don’t know
and a hissing noise. The
This policing of the campus is a
how to stress this enough, it
student’s car has a flat tire.
daily routine,” McGinty said.
would be a great help for the
T h e m a in te n a n c e crew
The problem of broken glass
physically picks up debris and . students and for us,” McGinty
in the parking lots has plagued
repeated.
large pieces of glass in the lots.

By Karen Celeste
“There is more to contact
lenses than meets the eye.’’.
Many people wear contact
lenses because of their physical
appearance, their activity in
sports, or their general dislike
for glasses. Over 2 0 ,million
people wear contacts and don’t
know how they came about or
the possibility of them “curing”
their vision.
J. Rubenstein, M.D., an
optometrist,'' spoke Nov. 7 on
the “Past and Present of
Contact Lenses.” The lecture
w as s p o n s o r e d -by th e
D ep artm en t o f PhysicsGeoscience.
People who wear contacts
rely just as heavily on them as
someone who wears glasses. .
Their contacts-are worth a
great deal to .them.

“Glasses are a crutch,”
Rubenstein staled* “ With
glasses you a re' not curing
vision, -you are only correcting
i t.” Two o f the m ajor
advantages of contacts are
greater field of vision and more
depth perception. Hard contacts have had the
most success in the last 30
. years. It is in this span of time
that the lenses, were ground
from glass to plastic. Their size :

has also changed from the
largeness of a quarter to the
smallness of an aspi rin tablet.
Still in the experimental
stage, it is believed there is a
potential to “cure’Thad vision
with the help of contacts. The
new s c ie n c e is c a lle d
oilhokcratologv'. By gradually
changing the shape o f-th e
contact, over time the cornea
will mold to its correct shape.
“There has never been a case
of -injury to the eye if the lenses
were fitted correctly and the
wearer followed the doctor’s
in s tru c tio n s ,” R ubenstein
stated.
A n o th er ad v a n ta g e of
contacts is the lack of vision
prcscript-ionchange.This is due
to the contact being worn so
close to the eye..
L A T E S H O W S A T Midnight
F R I. A S A T . O N L Y ! _

LittleRascalsFestival

Featuring Spanky, Alfalfa, Buckwheat. Darla,
Chubby, etc.and a rare episode featuring
Robert Blake as Mickey.

HER FUNNIEST & SEXIEST CARTOONS!

Willowbrook Cinema 3
W illawbro.dk Mali
Rt.46-Rt.23 W ayne 785-1322 '
S E P A R A T E A D M IS S IO N R E Q U IR E D F R O M R E G . SH O W

What is the evolution of
O’Keefe according to Darwin?
First, there was the idea.
A brew with a hearty, full-bodied flavor. A quaff smooth and easy
going down. A tankard with a head full of pride. That is the origin
of the species O’Keefe.
Having adapted and differentiated itself, O’Keefe prospers and
proliferates throughout the land. It’s a perfect example of the
survival of the fittest. And it’s also because, “It’s too good to gulp.’’

EVERY THUR

FRIENDS
"LIVE''
R ock
EVERY TUE

SOUTHERN
CROSS
Good Ole'
Southern
Rock N' Roll

J r FRL. & SAT. ^

'

NOV. 10 & 1,1 -1

SOUTH ROAD
CONNECTION

Live Disco Dancing

15 GRAND AVE.
PALISADES PARK, N.J

YORK

201-945 2287

JJRidgefield

Imported from Canada by Century-importers, Inc., New York, NY
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datebook
TODAY, THURSDAY, NOV. 9
WEEKLY MEETING: Sponsored by Reflections Magazine,
Meeting Room 3, Fourth Floor Student Center, 9 AM, all
welcome to attend.
POETRY READING SERIES: S ponsored by the English
Dept., Student Center Ballroom C. 2-4:30 PM, free ad mission,
Philip Schultz will read from “ Like Wings,” his poetry, open,
reading to follow.
HELPING VICTIMS OF ALCOHOLISM: Sponsored by the
School of Education in Ballrooms A and B from 9-3:30 PM.
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE
FORl'M: Sponsored by Players, Memorial Auditorium, 8:30
PM.
FRL, NOV., 10
A FUNNY THINQ HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE
FORUM: Sponsored by Players, Memorial Auditorium, 2:15
PM matinee.
ODESSA FILE:Sponsored by CLUB(cinema), Ballroom A, 8
PM, free Friday night movie.
QUARTERLY MEETING: Sponsored by Quarterly, 4th
Floor Student Center, 3 PM, for all members.
A FUNNY THING HAPPENDED ON THE WAY TO THE
FORUM: Sponsored by Players, Memorial Auditorium, 8:30
J» M .

>'AT.. NOV. 11
\ FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE
FORUM: Sponsored by Players, Memorial Auditorium, 8:30
PM.
'
SUN., NOV. 12
DIVERSIONS AND DELIGHTS: Starring Vincent Price,
sponsored by CLUB (travel and leisure), a one man play, $ 12
per tricket, price includes free bus, leaves 6 PM sharp, at the
Morris Stage, tickes available in the Student Center Lobby.
MON., NOV 13
CLASS ONE CONCERTS MEETING: Sponsored by Class
One Concerts, Meeting Room 2, 9 PM.
SPEAKER/MEETING: Sponsored by Management Club,
Student Center Meeting Room 1, 3 PM, Ron Frankenfield,
from Burroughs Corporation, will speak on management and
marketing, all interest students may attend.
TILES,, NOV. 14
GENERAL BOARD MEETING: Sponsored by CLUB.
Fourth Floor Meeting Rooms, 4:30 PM.
WINTER BALL: Sponsored by CLUB (special affairs), bids
for the Winer Ball go on sale at 9 AM in the Ballrooms.
MAJOR MOVIE 2001: Sponsored by CLUB (cinema).
Ballrooms, 7:30 and 10 PM, admission $1.
SEMINAR: Sponsored by CINA, Ballroom B, Student
Center, 1 to 3 PM, John Sehuchardt, Attorney speaking on
“ Peacemaking in the ’70’s”, Civil Disobedience and
Nonviolence.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Sponsored by^ Women’s Center,
Student Center Ballroom C, 7:30 PM, “The Inequities of the
Court System: Need for Federal Divorce and Marriage Laws,”
admission $2.
ISRAELI DANCING: Sponsored by Jewish Student Union,
Life Hall Cafe, 8 PM- students $,50, non-students $.75.
WEEKLY MEETING: Sponsored by Women Helping
Women, Peer Counseling, Women’s Center, 7 to 9 PM, “ Let’s
Talk School” sessions dealing with academic problems for
mature students, free, everyone invited to attend, phone 8934382 for information, K. Goldstein, coordinator.
w ed ", NOV. 15
LIES MY FATHER TOLD ME: film. Sponsored by JSU and
CINA, Ballroom A, Student Center, 8 PM, admission $1.
CONSERVATION CLUB MEETING: Sponsored by the
Conservation Club, Room 200, Life Hall, 4 PM, admission $1.
LECTURE/DISCUSSION: Sponsored by Women’s Center,
Life Hall, noon “Acquiring Needed Skill in Off-Campus Setting
Through Co-Operative Education,” Freyda Lazarus, Director
of Cooperative Education.
“THE EVANGELICAL EXPLOSION: WHO?.. WHAT?
WHERE HEADED?”: Sponsored by the Religion Philosophy
Dept., Ballroom B. Student Center, 8 PM, talk given by Dr.
Robert Streetman, sponsored by »“The Moveable Feast,”
reception follows.
LIES MY FATHER TOLD ME: film, sponsored by CINA
and JSU, Student Center Ballroom A, 8 PM.
\

CMSSHBMDS
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE:
Account executive position
available im m ediately for
major market UHE Station.
D u tie s in c lu d e s e llin g
advertising time to local
advertisers and preparation of
advertising copy. Local media
sales experience preferred. An
EOE employer.
BASS AN D lead guitarists now
being auditioned for estab
lished top 40, lounge band,
serious only please, call . DJ
evenings, 887-1675.
CAPRI 1971, 2000cc. 4cl, four
speed,, all new tires, great on
gas, runs super, looks great,
asking $898, call evenings or
weekends. 487-2483. -■' L L
DRUMMER: WITH rehearsal
space needed for serious all
originaLTvery original) band,
call Roy, 472-4324.
r
FTE1.D BINOCULARS for
sale: 7 X 50 range, highly coated
novar lens, includes,--leather
case. Only $25. call 525-7681.
FOR SAT.E r 1972 AMC
Gremlin,./; AM F/M 8-track,
power steering,: sno\yx. 45,000
miles. 17 MPG city, 25 MPG
highway, call Allen at 731-7914,
FOR SALE: 1978 AMF
Moped, hardly used, original
condition,$250, call Ellen, 893.4745.
FOR' SALE: best offer, tires
and wheels (one each), 600 13:
600/ (3 with wheel; 600 13
snow,:. 600,12 snow studded,
call 667-4896 any time.
FOR SALE: One large solid
oak desk with built-in type
table, best'offer. call 667-4896
any time.
"FOUND: 14 K GOl.Dcharm in
vicinity of College Hall, call
Carol at 28.3-0313 after 8:30
PM. \
FOR SALE: Ladies Raichelski
boots, first size 8 to 81/:, hardly
worn, ask for Jacki. 696-0836.
FOR SALE: Realistic TRC-48.
23 channel side band CB, comes
with [5-104 power mike and an
Ayahti Astro-Beam (verticald ite c tio n a l a n te n n a ) and
rotator, asking $150, 696-0836,
ask for Scott.

FOR SALE: Delta refrigerator.
5.5 cubic feet, like new, call Jim
at 731-7282, anytime, best
offer.

GONG SHOW! Open to entire
campus community! Join the
Music Therapy'Club with your
act. on Nov. 9. contact Sue.
748-3429 or Renee 893-5340
(centrex).
LOSE AND FOUND: Ladies
gold watch lost in vicinity of
Mallory Hall, $25 reward
offered if returned, call Mary
Ann at 567-0507.
MOTORCYCLE: 1973 HON
DA CB-350-G, front disc
brakes, 5600 miles, excellent
condition. $600, call John at
785-1534.

FOR
sell.
good
offer,

STUDIO COUCH, excellent
condition. Simmons, sleeps 2.
$75. kitchen set, formica table
with leaf, $35.orboth$100.call
239-7447 after 3 PM.

1 HE GREEKS are becoming
extjnct. join Kappa Sigma Rho.
social sorority, call Gen. 5259028, or Laura 763-5504!

1973 MGB CONVERTIBLE:
M a r o o n ,, 3 5.6 0 0 m ^les.
AM FM '8-track stereo^good
condition', asking S2.100.call.
893-5752. •

TUTOR. AVAILABLE at any
time Tor/ German (mother
tongue). French, jji recorder
lessons, phone 256-0622. ask
for Mava,

1974 PONTIAC Le Manns:
Excellent condition, automatic.
PS. PB. air. 42.000 miles.
SheiPa. 893-5665.

PIANO LESSONS: Experi
enced teacher is now accepting
students of all levels for the
Fall, lessons taught at MSC.
references available. 212-6867805. ,

PART-TIME CHRISTMAS
Help: - I need extroverted
personable people to -demon
strate houseware products in
departm ent ■'stores-, people
needed Mondays, Fridays and
Saturdays‘after Thanksgiving
through Dec. 23, some Friday
shifts, evenings, others are
daytime hours, pay. $3.75 per
hour, call collect Mon-Fri, 7537715. for local interivew.

Un h a p p y w it h Parking?
We need interested students to
help out in BOTA (Board on
Transportation Affairs), come
see us. we’re in the SC Corner
office, phone 893-4204.
WOMEN HELPING Women:
Peer Counseling Monday and
Thursday. 10 AM to 5 PM,
Tuesday and Friday 10AM to 3
PM. Wednesday 10 AM to 9
PM. Women's Center, Life
Hall.

P A R T -T IM E JO B S: Big
money, accounting, law or pre
law students preferred, all
aggressive, articulate«- hungry
students o.k., needsales reps for
CPA I.SAT Cassette Home
Study Programs, call Jim Dee
at Totaltape, Inc.j toll free I800-874-7599, in Florida call
collect 904/376-8261. 1505 NW
16th Ave.. Gainesville. FT.
32604.

YAMAHA YX 500: Excellent
condition. $650. completely
stocked, must sell, see Wendy in
the photo lab. fine arts.

JEANS
IS r e a d y ! —
FOR W INTERARE YOU?

Come check our line of winter fashions
with their everyday low prices:

SALE: Need cash. must,
1972 Maverick (green).1
condition, $500 or best
call 893-5645/

o
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FOR SALE': 1972 Honda
motorcycle, good , condition,
for details, call Marion at X4426.
FOR SALE: Tickets for Stanky
Brown Concert in Wayne, on I
Fri., N ov.. 10 at 8 cost $5.i
information: 696-3497.

R E SU M E S: C O M PL E T E
resume writtepand typed from
flitch iew on Campus. $20, call
for appointment. 843-2274.

TENNIS LESSONS: While the
good weather lasts allow
yourself the opportunity to
improve your tennis game,
relaxed, private lessons with
focus on the basics of the
gasme, please call Richard at
744-6549.

NEED HELP in French?!
Beginning, intermediate, and
stylistics classes, studied in
Paris, call Mary at 891-5939.

FOR SALE: Three Michelin X
steel-belted radial tires, very
low mileage, tube-type, for
more info..call Ellen 893-4745.
FOR SALE: .Large walnut
formica desk, chrome trim,
swivel chair, like new, call Al.
256-3878.

UNFAIR CAMPUS ticket?
You can appeal through BOTA'
(Board on Transportation
Affairs), we’re in the corner of
the Student Center Cafeteria,
phone 893-4204.

w
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High fashion jeans. (Sasson.'
Bonjour.Ferrari.Jeanetics).
sweaters.tops (large selection of
India) dress pants,coats,
lingerie.dress'es.skirts.jewelry.
belts.handbags.shoes.and more'

All jeans from
Downstairs Department

9.99

(Incl.Faded Glory and Bonjour)

49 Broad St.Bloomfield,NJ
Daily:10-6 429-7678 Mon.& Fri.10-9

M O M C I.A R IO N

H id d e n H ike
By Mary Ann DeFiore
Affirmative action against
the adoption of the proposed
tuition policy for N.l Higher
Educational Institutions is
being taken by the New Jersey
Student Association (,NJSA).
A major “anti-tuition policy”
campaign is being launched,
which involves students in the
eight State Colleges, New
Jersey institute of Technology
(NJIT), and Rutgers Univer
sity.
At a press conference held on
Nov. I at Douglass
Leila Sadat, President of the
NJSA, declared what action
NJ college students would take
to protest the tuition policy.
She made a resolution that the
proposed tuition-policy, which
calls for students to pay a fixed
rate of 30% of their total
educafion costs, bedisregarded
as part of the Board of Higher
Education’s Budget Recom
m en d atio n s. S he instead
suggested that Sjate tuition
policies should be part of NJ’s
Statewide Master Plan Tor
Higher Education.
In her statement to the
student press, Sadat criticized
the Dept, of Higher Ed’s
“underhanded . tactics” arid
^‘secrecy” in publicizing the
tuition policy to the State
institutions and the students
who would be affected by it.
She a lso d isc u sse d the
m ea su res w hich c o lle g e
students are taking to show
their opposition to thè policy,
such as a massive letter mailing
campaign directed at the 16
members of the Board ol
Higher Edi MSC alone, is
responsible for the writing and
mailing of 500 letters to the
Board members.

part of the State Master Plan is
because as it stands, “the Board
has created a long-term
(tuition) policy without any
public input or (careful
planning.” Sadat wants the
tuition policy to be subject to
the same scrutiny and public
comment as the Master Plan.
Also, developing the Master
Plan is a two-and-a-half year
project which is an “extensive
and all encompassing effort” in
which all sectors of Higher
Education participate. She
wants the development of the
tuition policy to b£ part of this.
Sadat accuses the Depart
ment of “cloaking the political
and economic facts of a tuition
increase¡behind the respectable
robes of a policy” and calls this
deception a “farce.”
The outspoken Sadat noted
that “less than a week before
the Oct. 20 Board meeting,
student leaders had been
informed that tuition would
not be a topic of debate at the
Board meeting.” But the tuition
policy wtis in fact discussed at
this meeting, and it was decided
that a vote -on its adoptioji
would be postponed. “Why was
such secrecy used with a public
document? Does the Depart-r
me n t bel i e ve t h a t t he
formulation of a tuition policy
is a matter so insignificant as to
not require public notice and
input?” Sadat questioned.
During if recent phone
interview, Sadat commented
that the NJSA realizes that a
tuition increase for State
facilities is to be expected.
"W e’re not fighting the
increase." Sadat stressed, “but
rather the luflion policy."____

The reason the NJSA wants
the tuition policy to become

LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

YM-YWHA

X
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By Meryl Yourish
Quarterly, MSC’s literary
magazine, is having a birthday.
The first student organization
on campus (along with the.
Pelican—the first version of the
M O N T C L A R I O N ) whs
established in 1928. The two
periodicals even shared an
office for several yearsv
Quarterly exists as a
magazine, and it also exists as a
learning experience.” Roy
.lakubowski, Editor-in-Chief
of the magazine, stated.
Quarterly functions as an
outlet for creative writers on
campus. It is published four
times per yeqr, but has been
having problemsin the past few
years. This year is actually the
first time in nine years that the
magazine will be publishing
quarterly.
According to .lakubowski,
there were several reasons why
th e m a g a z i n e was not
published four times per year.
These reasons ranged from
funding difficulties to editorial
decision.
There has also been a
problem in getting enough
submissions to publish four
magazines.
' "We’re looking for people
who are,serious about writing
poetry.” .lakubowski com
mented while, gazing at the
rtiagnificent view of the Quarry
from his Fourth Floor Office in
the St udent C enter. He
explained that he looks for
^-poetry that is “intelligent and"

mindful.”
Submissions 'to Quarterly
are selected for publication by
the L iterary E ditor, two
assistants, and the Editor-inChief. Wolfgang B. Fleischmann. Dean of the School of
Humanities, is also consulted,
.lakubowski said that
submissions are completely
open-ended but that beginners’
poems are not often published
right away. He added that it
took him two semesters before
his poems were published. He
also explained that staff
members will work with new
writers if the writers want help.
“Any style if welcome, but
we like to maintain as
professional an orientation as
possible,” .lakubowski said.
Quarterly has been chiefly
poetry in recent years, but
p r o s e is a l s o p r i n t e d
occasionally. The latest issue of
Quarterly is a four-by-five inch
24-page pamphlet of poetry. .It
cost the staff $500 for 2000
copies.
No matter where submis
sions come from, .lakubowski
stressed that he looks“Tor a
“mindful level of craft” and
serious writers. He said that
something hke “ Roses arered Violets are blue” would/
definitely not be accepted.
" W e c o n c e n t r a t e on
technique and a mindful level
of craft for people who are.
seriously writing for content//
.lakubowski said. /It.__

THE LEATHER OUTLET
"FABULOUS LEATHERS AT FANTASTIC PRICES"

Fashion experts predict that this
Winter, leather will be one of the
most important items in your wardrobe
We have a large selection
of mens and ladies outerwear,
ail at prices you won’t believe!

The p hilo so p hei‘’-hum'ori'st

JEAN SHEPHERD
Saturday.Novt.18'nt 8:30PM
A d u lts S6.50 Students $5
A d ult M em $5 Student Mem-.§3.50
D ram a.stories.poetry.and legend

OSSIE DAVIS AND RÜBY DEE

I
I

Sunday. Noy.26 at 8PM
A d ults $9-50,S tudents $7.50
A d ult Met»- S7 5Ö Student M< m S5 50

CALL 201/736-3200

any item in the store

METROPOLITAN N.J.

760 N0RTHFIELD AVE/W.0RANGE

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
450 H A M B U R G T U R N P IK E
W A Y N E , N J 07470

• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500

10% Off I
WITH THIS COUPON

NEW YORK
LONG ISLAND
NEWAR K

212-5940822
212-564-2651
201 -623-7870

CLASSES BEGIN NOV 27

REVIEW

BELTS BAGS, WALLETS GLOVES-JEWELRY-BIKERS ACCESSORIES

Bloomfield
306 Glenwood Ave.
743-6113

Irvington
1053 Springfield Ave.
375-2205

Lay A Way-Visa-Master Charge'-Amer.Express
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S e rie S o b re el P r o c e d im ie n to d e A gravio

N o tic ins

resuelto por un comité.
D urante una entrevista
Un p r o c e d i m i e n t o de
r e c i e n t e , W o l f g a n g B.
Fleíschmann, Decano de la' agravio ocurre sólo en casos
extremos cuando un profesor y
Facultad de Filosofé y Letras,
un estudiante no pueden llegar
habló'soj^re un.caso de agravio
Según el
"que había ocurrido y habla sido 'a un acuerdo.
procedimiento de agravio de la
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras,
dos de los profesores del comité
son escogidos por el decano del
departamento
en que se origine^
La segunda presentación de
el
agravio
y
el
tercer miembro
este ano de los Comediantes del
SGA (SGA PlayersJ es "A se escoge de otro departamento
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum" (Algo
Gracioso Sucedió en Camino al
Foro); excrito por Larry
Una comparación de precios
Gelbart y Burt Shevelove, |a
ha demostrado que los precios
música y letra de Stephen
del Centro Estudiantil so altos.
Sondheim.
• La comparación demostró
Lá comedm se presentara el
que los precios de la librería y el
miércoles d ja.8wde noviembr?
Rathskellar son altos.
Se
hasta el dia 11 de noviembre.
| encontró diferencias de precios
Empieza a las 8:30 todas las
también en la confjteriá y en la
noches y habra un marinee a las ~ cafetería.
2:15 el viernes, 10 de noviembre.
Asdal, el Director Ejecutivo
La admisión cuesta $2.00, $1.50
del Co-op del Profesorado v
para los ciudadanos mayores y
Estudiantes dijo que la razón
$1.00 para los estudiantes. ■La
por la cual los precios son altos
taquilla que esta localizada a la
es obtener el dinero para el
e n t r a d a de l M e m o r i a l
funcionamiento del Centro
Aüditorium estara abierta
Estudiantil.
desde las 10:00 a-rn hasta las 8:00
Henry Nesbit, Director del
pm. El numero de telefono
Servicio de Comida dijo que
para los boletos es 746-9120.
algunos de nuestros precios son
Para mas información sobre' la
altos por ja proporción que se
tremedia puede llamar a la
vende y también por la calidad
of i ci na de C o m e d i a n t e s
de la comida. El 85% de la
(Players) al telefono 893-5159.
comida se prepara aqui.

F oro d e
C o m e d ia n te s

C o m p a r a c ió n
d e P re c io s

En
E spatíol

V.

de la escuela.
-Fleishmann señalo que una
de las razones del numero de
casos de agravio que esta
escuela tiene, es que en el
departamento de Inglés los
est udi ant es de diferent es

Vidrio

en

los

El problema de, vidrio
quebrado en los estaciona
mientos ha atormentado y
enfurecido.a los estudiantes de
MSC por mucho tiempo.
Joe McGinty, Encargado del
Departamento de Manteni-_miento explicó lo que los
estudiantes pueden hacer para
a y u d a r á c o r r e g i r est a
situación.
La cuadrilla del TDepártamento de Mantenimiento de
los a l r e d e d o r e s de la
uni ver si dad, empi eza su
horario a las 7:30 todas las
mañanas y* dan una vuelta
compl et a a los predios
universitarios incluyendo los
estacionamientos.
Recogen
basura incluyendo vidrio roto.
Si un problema sucede en horas
avanzadas del dia, seria difícil
para la cuadrilla mantener
limpios los predios.
Los estudiantes puedén
ayudar avisándole al Departa-

especializá'ciones están
tomando cúrsos que son
requisitos.
Fleishmann dijo que nunca
han despedido a un profesor o a
un estudiante de la Universidad
por un procedimiento de
agravio.

Estacionamientos
mentó de Mantenimiento si
hay vidrio roto, bombillos de
los postes de iluminación
quemados $ alguna condiciónpeligrosa. De esta forma ellos
pueden enviar una cuadrilla
4™™ corregir la situación.

J u eg o de F útbol
MSC tuvo una victoVia'tle 27
a - 26 sobre- Trenton State
College (TSC). Después de ir
perdiendo, se recuperaron
venciendo a sus oponentes. Un
triunfo de los Indios sobre
Jersey City State College (JSC)
mantendrá para MSC el titulo
de ^campeones del Torneo
A tlético de Universidades
Estatales de TNéw Jersey y
establecerá una nueva .marca de
8- 2 .

By Valerie Maholmes
Translated by Paulette Fjorez

J k S G A L E G A L S E R V IC E
Legal Assistance by Practicing Attorneys

Every W ednesday
1-4 PM
5-6:30 PM
SGA Office
S C Fourth F lo o r
For Problems Including:
Consumers
Employment
Criminal
Accidents

Taxes
College Affairs
Estates
Contracts
Real Estate

Worker's Compensation
Insurance
Motor Vehicle
Matrimonial
Landlord-Tenant Licensing
Civil Rights
Governmental Benefits
Immigration
...and all other areas!
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I n fla tin g S tu d e n t C en ter A larm s S tu d e n ts
. (ientilello, glancing around,
By Shari Kirkup
the
store, said, “We are.assured
Many students at MSC
of
Jhe
quality sold, and this
constantly complain about the
may be a reason that our prices
hjgh prices in the Student
are higher. Also, we try to be a
Center;' A coYnparison of prices
service tò students to fui ve these
has shown that the prices in the
items available.” ;
Center are higher.
Vineent Baiardi, Manager of
The comparison shows a
the
Rathskeller, syid. “ I am not
difference in prices, resulting in
the
one to speak to about
higher prices ,to students who
prices.”
already pay $30 per semester
Nancy Carver, Manager <s>f
for the Student Center.
the
candy store, said, “You
The managers of the various
rriust
speak to Doris Asdal
services have cited' reasons for
about the prices.”
the differences in prices. Each
“The reason prices are so
concession irtvjLhc Center is
high
is to generate the money
managed separately, and thev
needed.to pay expenses on the
rent space from the Faculty
Student Co-op. which manages i -Center.” Asdal. Executive
D irector of the facility
the Building.
Student
Co-op, said.
The comparison has revealed
Douglas Miller, Controler
higher prices in the bookstore.
for the Faculty-Student Co-op,
Prices are also higher in the
agreed,
“It is very expensive to
Rathskeller. Differences in
operate,the Student Center. We
prices were seen in the candy
pay $86,000 per year for
store and cafeteria.
utilities alone; $350,000 is the
Notebooks containipg 90
cost for repairs in the Center.”
sheets of paper priced at $1.40
Asdal, in a recent interview,
in the Center can be purchased
pointed
out the -amount of
for $1.19 in a nearby drugstore.
money
it
originally ' cost to
A pitcher of Budweiser beer
build the Center.
costing-$3.75 in the Rathskeller
She said that the costs rosg to
costs only $3 in an outside bar.
$5
million.
Also a glass of Budweiser beer
She added, “For the Co-op
costs $.55 compared to $.40
to get the money needed to pay
elsewhere.
<
off
the bonds on the Center we
| Certs mints purchased lor
must pay close to $500,000 per
$.25 in thecandystorecost $.20
iyear'”
in 'lydrugsio.tfc.....
Mirier, in the s4me interview,
:Muskateer bars also costing
said. “In order for the Co-op to
$.25 irr the Center cost $.20
get the money needed to build
elsewhere.
the Center we sell bonds. The
investing public bought them,
Higher prices were also
and now we must pay J;hem
found in comparing the food in
off."
the cafeteria of the Center with
Miller stated that money is
food from a luncheonette.
also; needed tp pay the people
Karen Genti+ello, Manager
who work in the Center.
of the Center Shop, the campus
"So where do we get all of
bookstore, said, “We can’t
this money?” Miller asked.
afford to discount. We sell our
“ through the money made in
merchandise at suggested or
the Center. We have to find
retail prices. We must sell our
ways to generate revenue. Since
books at retail to balance-the
student activities don’t pay
number of lost books. We also
anything for space in The
need - money to pity our
Center, v/e must rent- it out to
utilities.” m
outsiders.”
“We have various organiza
rrn rrrrrrrrn n n
tions that we rent the-Center
out to,” Asdal explained. “For
example, the New Jersey
Bridge Tournaments will be
held in the Center, and we rent
Bids for tfye W inter space out to various clubs and
B all s p o n s o r e d by® o r g a n i z a t i o n s o v e r t he
Summer.” '
»College
Life Union
"The total income of the
“ Board (CLUB), will go
Center this year came to over
on sale Tues., Nov: 14 in $1 million,” Miller said.
th e S tu d e n t C e n te r
Miller also stated that'
$817;0()(>
had to be paid out in
Ballrooms.
order to maintain the Center.

that it is hard for students to
understand; that is why we hide
nothing from them. When
inflation goes up, then students
must Understand that our
prices must also go up.”

Bids can be pur
chased for $35. The ball
!will feature a five hour®
’open bar, and a prim e«’
'rib dinner.
„.«2?
JUUUUUt-JLM

B

“'This left us with $44.000.”
Miller said. This money will be
used to maintain the. Center
over the Summer and cover
additional costs that may arise
until then.
Miller, shaking his head,
said. “We try out hardest to
keep our prices dow n.' But if we
don't make the payments, then
we lose the building. 1 know

premises. A lot of our items are
made from scratch, but this has
nothing to do with prices.”
“When we get a good price
on an item, then we are able to
drop student tees.” he aijded.

CINA and JSU
Present

A Movie
a

Lies My Father Told Me”
Starring

Yossi Yadin,Jeffrey Lynas
aQ d

Len Birman
A story about the life of a boy and his grandfather in
Montreal’s Jewish ghetto

y

Wed. ,Nov. 15-8PM
i Ballroom A-SC
Admission $1.00

ALL ARE WELCOME
IN C O O PER A TIO N WITH T H E OFFICE O F C U L T U R A L PROGRAM M ING
AND D O U G T U C H M A N AN D T H E B L U E G R A S S C L U B O F NEW YORK.

1978* A g rea t year for
B uck W hite and th e
D ow n H om e F olk s.

W inter B a ll

The W inter Ball will;
take place D ec. 7 at the;
Hickory Hill Country!
Club in Totowa.

Henrv Nesbitt, who is
Director of Food Services said.
“Some of our prices are higher
because of the proportions sold
and also the quality of the food.
We do 85fr of the baking on the_

J u n e : T he G rand O ld O pry
O c t : N a tio n a l te le v is io n a s
g u e s t s o f Em m y Lou H arris
Nov: T h e K en n ed y C en ter
in W a sh in g to n , D .C .
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
MONTCLAIR ST. COLLEGE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.

SAT., NOV. 18
8:30 PM
$4.00 - M S C S TU D E N T S
$5.50 - P U B L IC TIC K E TS
V

*

T

....

/A LL SEATS RESERVED
A VAILABLE IN GALLERY ONE
J N F O : (201) 893-5112^
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Did you ever wonder why that big, white, modern^
looking building next to Partridge Hall is called the Student
Center?
We do. The MONTCLARION was adways under the
misconception that a Student Center was erected To serve
students.
Apparently, we were mistaken.
As far as comparative prices are concerned, eating and
drinking in the Student Center is considerably more
expensive than any of the surrounding establishments that
serve food. In fact, it seems that the Student Center’s prices
are getting so out of hand that it is becoming financially
difficult for the student to eat there.
The common excuse given by the Faculty/Student Co
op, which runs the Student Center, is that the prices reflect
inflation. In addition, the bonds that support the building
must be paid, and the .cost of them ^constantly rising.
Well, now is your chance to say something. The
M ONTCLARION feels That the only- way the
Faculty/Student Co-op will listen to students is if they
complain strong enough and loud enough. Start
complaining by writing letters to the Faculty/Student Co
op, c/o Doris Asdal. Call their offices in Life Hall, at 8394244. or trek up there in person to complain about being
“ripped off’.
Instead of just sitting there, DO SOMETHING FOR A
CHANGE!

G ive a D a m n

It is a hard fact to face, but approximately one-third of
the world’s population is starving. In this age of jet
propulsion, space shuttles, heart transplants and transAtlantic Rights that take as long as round trip shore
excursions, people still go for days on fend without food.
They are starving and dying while we grow fat on the.
hamburgers and junk food which the likes of the
MacDonald Empire shove in our faces through the mass
media.
But what can the average student do about world hunger?
Thev can care enough about the problem enough to fast
for one day. On Nov,- 16, Oxfam, an organization which
sendsTnoney to self-help projects in Asia, Africa and Latin
America, is sponsoring a world^wide one day fast. The
. unspent money which would normally be exchanged for
food could then be donated to these starving millions.
Take the initiative...give a damn and go hungry for one
measly day.
After all. millions do it every day.

H a p p y B irth day
On Nov.128, 1978, the MONTCLARION will celebrate
its 50th year of service to.:the Campus Community. The
jiewspaper (formerly the PELICAN from 1928-35) served
the several hundred future teachers of NJ back when MSC
went by the name NJ Teachers College at Montclair.
This anniversary should not be written off as an empty
-..'celebration commemorating; x” number of years in service,
. To be sure, anniversaries are-times to reflect the past,
ponder the, present, and plan for the future..
This MONTCLARION staff is protfd and honored to
represent 50 years of service to the-students, faculty, and
administration of MSC. We would like to extend pur
congratulations to all the-editors, staff members. Advisors,
and hard working students who, throughout half a century,
have given their spare time (and often Class time) to make
the MONTCLAR ION the award winning paper it is today:
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E dito r-in -C h ief,
M anaging Editor
Editorial Page Editor

T hursday,N ov,9,1978 .
Peter J. Baligian
Jeryl Ann Franco
Matthew H. Wilson- -
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Student Center?

•{Student s Speakj-

Law Lauded
By Mariana'Dumanovsky and JoAnn Gilmore
Do You think the smoking law is fair and enforceable'/
, “I think it’s fair, It’s fair to the other students
whp don’t smoke. It bothers me when people
smoke in class, because I’m
allergic to it, but I’m not telling
people not to smoke. I think it’s
fair to the professors that don’t
smoke.’’
Michael Samples
Business/ ¡98!

“Tm totally for it. 1’m an ex-smoker. 1 don’t
think that 1 should have to breathe in other
people’s smoke; rT ruins .Jny
concentration and makes me
jsick to my stomach. If I can
stop, anybody can—especially
for the length of a class time.”
Tobi Einéberg
Speech & Theatei-/1979

“TheV shouldn't smoke because non-smokers
are bothered by it. It’s very unhealthy for nonsmokers. How can anyone"
learn in a room full of smoke?
Smokers, are inconsiderate of
others.”
„
Curtis Gilmore
M usic/1981

- T can understand it. but I don’t agree because
it infringes upon my rights as a smoker. I don’t
think it’s_ enforceable becatise
there are too. many people who
smoke. Smoking is a vice; like
anything else, and we1all have
some type of vice.” . t —
Debbie Taubenslag
V 1 Speech & Theater/197,9

“I think it’s fair. Non-smokers don’t smoke for
a reason. Inhaling the smoke from others is
almost the same ás smoking, j
don’t like , to - inhalé other
people’s smoke. Most of the
classrooms are hot'ventilated
•very well, so it would be a help
to non-smokers.”
Tom BigIin
Business/1981

“1 think the law is unfair. 1don’t .think it’s right
to forceunyone to do anything they don’t want
to do. Even though I don’t like
smoking, and am bothered by
cigarette smoke, it’s their lives
and if they want to smoke, they
can,”
John Frotton
l ’ncom m ined/1981

“1 don’tTsmoke, I think it’s a matter of
courtesy. If it bothers people, smokers shouldn’t
smoke in public places. I don’t
think it’s healthy to have people
smbke, especially in some of
these classrooms that don’t
even have_windows: ”
_ Eileen Finneran
Home Economics/1980

“ I think it’s fair. 1respect the opinion of people
who don’t smoke. If I’m in a class and someone is
smoking, it-seems that smoke
fills the whole room. It’s really
annoying. Studies find that
being in a room full of smoke is
just as detrimental as smoking
yourself.”
Diane Komarowski
Business/ / 980
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W h ere H a v e A ll
T h e S tu d e n ts G one

An Avoidable Tragedy

By Robert E. MacVane
Higher Education, with all of its ramifications, is directly or indirectly affected by
forces of society which constitute its basis or reason for existence. As society
becomes more complex and looks to Higher Education for leadership, progress,
prosperity, and survival, the evolving forces, both external and internal, create
situations which provide an atmosphere for change. Faulkner once said , speaking
of American society, “The only certain factor is continual change.” As we look to
the future of Higher Education in general, and MSC in particular, I suggest that the
following quote from Boyer and Kaplan’s article, “We Are All Making the Future,”
gives'us much food for thought.
“Tljat human beings inherit a-common past and inhabit a common present will
seem controversial to few, but to advance the truism that they have a common
future as well is to startle the curriculum from a millennial slumber. Yet, there is no
sharp distiction between the future and the past and the present, and educators have
failed in helping Students grasp this fact. Nothing ralistes the question of
interdependence and community existence more crucially than the tomorrow
which, willfully and willy-nilly, is being ma\ie today.” (Boyer and Kaplan,
CHANGE/March 1977. p.27)
As 1 see it, the authors of this article have thrown the"ball into our court. They
have challenged the Higher Education community with a dual responsibility. They
have suggested the need to provide a curriculum for its students which emphasizes
the continuity and interdependence of the past, present, and future and at the same
time requires the community of Higher Education to get on with the task of
planning for the next two decades, so our tomorrow will not be a product of a
“willy-nilly” approach. For the purpose of this article , I will direct my attention to
the second aspect of our two-fold responsibility with the understanding that the two
must be interrelated if we expect to move gracefully into our tomorrows without the
significant shock often associated _with unanticipated, drastic changes.
One approach to planning for the future of this College is to develop a clear,
unbiased concept of what we know today. The fact is'that the elementary school
population of today gives us the indication that the rate of college-going high
school graduates in the latter part of the eighties and early part of the nineties will
decrease by approximately 30%. This should give us some concern for the
competition among colleges that will exist at that time for students.
We must realize that our enrollment projections can not be based entirely upon
the !8-to-20 year old age cohort. Numerous other factors are associated with the
determination of the college-going population! It is these factors that we must
influence if we are to change what appears to be a bleak picture of fhe decades
ahead. Some projections indicate that even our best efforts will not prevent a 20 to
25 °A decrease in college-aged population at that time.
Some of the factors that have an effect on the college-going rate would be: a
reduction in the attrition rate at the colleges, an increase in the number of out-ofstate students attending NJ colleges, a decrease in the percentage of. students
leaving the state to attend other colleges, and an increase in the non-traditional
student population.
There are many ways to accomplish the goal of projecting MSCasa'College with
an eye toward the future. Such as improving programs for the non-traditional
student population, providing opportunities for students from every segment of
our society by strengthening their basic skills.and realistically reviewing and
revising, if necessary, our General Education Program, developing wider
opportunities for students to experience the real and theoretical world in the
learning processes and designing methods to create needed changes in the College
community to keep it abreast of the society at large.
Hopefully, we will set aside our personal short-ranged goals and address the
issues that* will prepare the College for the decades ahead. Failure to do so will
probably result in the development of a theme song for MSC in the late eighties—
“Where Have All the Students Gone.”
Robert E. MacVane is Vice President fo r Academic Services at MSC.
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Bÿ Matt
In my nightmare, my graduation is
foiled by ap im personal voice
squawking over the Giants Stadium
PA. Just as I’m about to receive my
diploma the voice cuts in. “I’m sorry but
you failed to complete Czechoslovakian
L iterature o f the 19th Century
Rejiaissarlce and therefore you can’t
graduate.” A large X blots my
countenance from the electronic
scoreboard.' My mother cries.
Now this is only a dream. It’s easy to
laugh off, even when it occurs regularly.
And though the chances are slim that
such an event will frustrate my attempt
to graduate, the odds are pretty good
that a lack of information may prevent
many Seniors from making graduation
this May 23.
The information I, and many of .my
classmates, still cjon’t have is our Final
Evaluations. Final Evaluations tell the
hopeful graduate what he needs to
complete the College’s requirements for
graduation.
One Files for this information before
Oct. I. The Office of the Registrar goes
through the box where the requests for
the e val uat i ons are filed. The
evaluations are the.n completed on a
first crime, first serve basis'. Once
completed the evaluations are mailed to
the Senior.
On paper this system is flawless. Everyone who files before the Oct. 1
deadline is guaranteed their evaluation
before change of program in Janiiary.
The problem with this is that it renders
the Spr i ng Sem ester A dvanced
Registration absurd. It is difficult to
complete a requirement that you don’t
know of.
Before you read this/1 will have sat
down at my desk with a file containing
program information and all my past
grades. As those of you who have been
fortunate enough to have seen ■your
Academic Counselor know, the vital
sheets of information they give you are
indecipherable. On mine, courses are
penciled in, crossed out, circled, and

Wilson
have lines drawn into several different
categories.
Yet I will study this form, count,
tabulate, and pray. Then I’ll open up the
Spring Semester Course Booklet and
attempt to take what 1 think I need to
graduate, if it’s offered.
Undoubtedly, between myse|f and
others in similar circumstances, some
will miss a required course in the
Advanced Registration. They will
discover their oversight when the Final
Evaluation finally arrives sometimes
before January. >>
And there it will be, the one course
the poor SOB forgot. It won’t be too
late. There is still a chance that the
student can fight his way through the
snows, lines, and bureaucratic mind sets
that comprise a January Change-ofProgram, get the course, and graduate.
But what if it isn’t offered? Does the
student not graduate? Probably.
And that is an unnecessary tragedy.
This problem can be solved simply by
moving the date for filing for
evaluations up to the last day of the
Spring Semester. Filing deadlines for
August and December graduations
could also be moved forward to avoid
conflict.
The new deadline would not affect
the currency of the evaluations because
they include courses taken only through
the .Junior year. There would be an
added benefit to the new deadline. The
Office of the Registrar would be able to
do the evaluations over the Summer,
and mail them out to the Seniors before
the Fall Sem ester’s Change-ofProgram. Seniors would then have two
semesters to work in the requirements.
There may be problems with the new
deadline within thè Office of the
Registrar. But these problems would
seem to be slight when weighed against
.the anguish of a student who failed to
graduate on time due to a lack of
information._______________________
Matt Wilson is the Editorial Page
Editor on the M ONTCI ARION.
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Surrealism Is
By Ann Marie Gentile
Huge purple face, a soccer player with unending
arms and legs and a soccer ball for a head,, and
mountains that resemble old men’s faces are just
some of the creations of Paul Minigiello. “Other
people fiad.it hard to accept my style of painting.
They like it, but they don’t understand it,” he said.
Minigiello, who specializes in surrealistic
painting, surprises many people with-his artwork.
Qespite his mellow and easy-going- appearance,
Minigiello has produced some extraordinary and,
to say the least, unusual paintings. “When most
people see one of my paintings, they want to know
why 1 did it, but there is no reason, I just do it,” he
said.
He first realized he had artistic talents while he
was in kindergarten. According to Minigiello, the
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drew ordinary hats while Minigiello
detailed black top hat. “ 1got a star ar
wrote ‘Very original’ on it. 1 still h
scrapbook,” he recalled.

“They like it, but they
understand it.”

But, because Minigiello went tc
grammar school which did not have a
abilities were stifled until he begar
school. There, under the instruct
inspiring teachers, he was exposed to;
different'art styles and excelled in pt

There’s No Mold For An Ar
By Naedine Hazel!
At 3 AM a brainstorm causes Lynn'Vagell
to wake, turn on a light, and quickly sketch
her idea for a piece of ceramic, an oil painting,
or a watercolor.
Vagell is a Freshman Arts Education
Major at MSC. She has been interested in
nearly every facet of art since she was six years
old. However, the majority of Vagell’s interest
lies in abstract ceramics.
Vagell’s always been independent and knew
what she wanted. “1 never went to art school
because 1 have my own technique, and I won’t
change it for a teacher,” Vagell said. “1always
know what my pieces are going to look like
before I even start them,” the petite artist,
wearing a clay stained. dungaree jumper,
continued.

Although some artists need a certain
atmosphere or their favorite music playing
before they can create, Vagell claims that sluT
gets involved with her art to the extent that
she can’t hear anything that goes on around

“Artists are more daring and
in touch with themselves.^.” her. “If anyone talks to me I don’t hean-them,
and 1don’t notice any movements around me.
I really get into the piece I’m working op.”
The only deterrent to Vagell’s creativeness
is her moods. Vagell claims that when she is
upset she finds-it difficult to create anything

worthwhile. “The sjtyle of the ceramics Change
according to the mood I’m in. I Gan’t be
creative when I’ve got something on my mind.
I usually end up ruining a ldt of pieces.” Yet
she has never given up.
Since the first spark of interest Vagell has
been encouraged by her mother, who is also
very caught up in art. Vagell was also
encouraged by an art teacher she had in high
school who allowed her" to freely express
herself through abstract art without the usual
restrictions. Throughout higlT school Vagel
would go after classes to work on many of her
projects for class and for herself. Vagell
contends that the reason she advanced so
quickly in ceramics was because she really
wanted to learn and used every free moment
to further her goal.

Vagell is currently working as
aid in the Goodwin Advertising
Between working and going to scl
still finds times for ¿full social life',
roller skating ahd likes gymnast
considers gymnastics as another
form; consequently she has no pr<
concentration and demisinginnovai

Vagell agrees that people often t
are a bit “off the wall,” and she tf
•due to the fact that “Artists are n
and more in touch with themselve
feelings. Artists externalize their
their art.”

Vagel wonders why people ;
looking for an exact feeling or insp
piece. “It’s hard to explain wher

He Draws
By Miriam Weinstein ‘
He may be known as “Bill the Strange One”
to his friends, but Bill Delaney, a Freshman
Fine Arts Major, is far from strange. He’s
discovered what it is he wants to do,-and now
he’s working his way towards that goal to be
a commercial artist.
Art. to Bill, is something to work at, to
develop, to refine, and to enjoy. It was during
his Sophomore year in high school that he
began to take his potential ability seriously.
Although he described himself as an
“average” artist. Bill kept at it and began to
become much more than average. He became
active in his high school, illustrated the_
yearbook, and participated iri a number of art
shows.
One year ago he attended Pratt Phoenix
Art Instituted! New York City; where betook

.classes in life drawing and desigi
of fun going into the city, an
really helped,” he said. He bega
his gift into professional techr
his—time at the school he ente
exhibits and shows and receive
award for a nude drawing a:
mention for his other entries.

“His art is d combh
his %own interest <
imagination. ”

His art is a combination of his
and imagination. “A lot of tin
book and get an idea of/wHat s<
look like,” he said. Boofcs/by Tc
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The Real Thing
e M inigiello drew a very
got a star a n d jh e teacher^
it. I still have it in my

but they don’t

llo went to a Catholic
id not have art classes, his
til he began public high
the instruction of very
; exposed to a world full of
xcelled in painting.

With much encouragement from his family,
friends, and teachers, Minigiello explored the
unique techniques of surrealistic painting.
Surrealism, .according to the American Heritage
Dictionary is. defined as “a literary and artistic
mo v e m e n t ... p r o c l a i m i ng t h e r a d i c a l
transformation of all existing social, scientific, and
philosophical values through theiotal liberationoT
the unconscious.” If one studies Minigiello’s
paintings, it is undoubtable that his unconscious is
not only extremely creative but also on a level
beyond most people’s comprehension, and he
posessgs the necessary talent to be able to express
those inner feelings on canvas.
*1 never know what the finished product is going
to look like when I begin to paint. 1just paint what
is eye appealing to me. Yet, there are times that 1
recognize people or places in them. The purple face.

“Different people need atmospheres to express
(my personal favorite), looks like O..(„Simpson,”
themselves,
he continued. “1 personally listen to
the bearded artist said.
music, any type it really doesn’t matter because
He spoke softly yet confidently amid the crowded when Lget into it, I can’t hear it anyway.”
Student Center cafeteria. As an Art Education
Last Summer he became very discouraged. While
Major he hopes to pursue a career as a high school
art teacher, because “you don’t have to teach out of working on one particular painting he seemed to
just run completely dry of ideas. “1didn’t pick up a
a book.”
paint brush the entire Summer.” Disheartened,
Miningiello’s talents range over a -broad field. Minigiello began questioning his abilities. Once .
Not only is he an exceptional artist, he is arf honor school began in the Fall things changed and he was
student, plays thevpiano, writes songs, and plays overflowing with original ideas. “1 guess it worked
soccer. “Oh, 1 party too,” he laughed.
out for the best,” he said with a smile.
>•

He agrees that artists are more sensitive than
- There have been countless times, when he has
most people and their mood is essential to their
worked on a painting for hours and hours on end.
artwork. “Sometimes 1can.sit in a class for an hour
often only stopping to sleep. “1 love to paint,” he
without having any. ideas, it’s hard to get in the
-said, “and when f start, I don’t want to stop.”
mood sitting in a classroom,” he said.

Lrtist

working as a graphics.
Advertising, Compan/.
going to school Vagell
ill social lifevShe enjoys
;es gymnastics. Vagell
as another sort'of, art
le has no problem will)
ising innovative moves.

eople often think artists
and she thinks this is 7
Artists are more daring
th themselves and their
nalize their feelings in

fiy people are always
jelingor inspiration ofa
xplain where the ideas

stem from. Your mind wanders and comes up
with a concept.” She said it’s hard to explain
to people that the piece is not necessarily
'influenced by an event outside the artist.
Vagell added that when she is inspired by
externals it’s usually beautiful scenery of
designs.
VagOll hopes to become an art teacher, <lnd
she is qui te di st ur bed about the
misconception of art teachers, “People think
art teachers are artists who couldn’t make it or
artists who think they won’t make it. 1want to
be an art teacher because ’1 realize; the
importance of encouraging and guiding
students \yho are talented,” she said.
_ After all, if it hadn’t been for a dedicated art
teacher, Vagell might not be as successful and
talented as she is today.

M O NTCI.ARIO N Keler B a lk a n

A Crowd
ig and design. “It was a lot
the city, and the classes
aid. He began tojmltivate
;sional technique. During
lool he entered many art
>and received a first place
drawing and honorable
ler entries.

combination o f
nterests
and

¡nation, of hisown interests
‘A lot of times I’ll read a
ea ofnvhat something may
Books/by Tolkien, such as

The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings inspired
him to create illustrations, something he
would like to do professionally. He
concentrates
in i>en, ink, and charcoal
drawings. Among his favorite artists are
Andrew Wyeth and, “of ¡course the basics,”
Michaelangelo. Art that can be seen and
understood by most people is the kind he
prefers.
The bearded 18-year old from Old Bridge
wore a T-shirt with the names of his high
school and every student who graduated in
1978 printeefon th front. He opened his sketch
book and showed a drawing, done in pencil. It
was a copy of a photograph, but the lines in
the sketch delineated more realism and
intricate detail than the photograph.
Springsteen seemed to be dancing on the
page.

Delaney, who lives on campus in Bohn
Hall, will be entering the T-shirt contest his
dorm is having this month. The winner will
have his or her illustration duplicated on
hundreds of T-shirts fo the dorm residents.
Since his idea is in the planning stage, to
divulge any information would increase his
competition.
In a way, he is a businessman. He draws
portraits of his neighbors, and sometimes sells
his own prints to them. As far as payment
goes, “ It’s the barter system,” he smiled.
Sometimes it’s money, sometimes it’s a
six-pack!”
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conducts a national poll. The
By Anthony Ciavatta
results are broadcasted on the
Al pha , bet a, cha r l i e ,
network news. The informa
delta...Some people never want
tion from the poll will be
to hear these words again.
gathered by the students.
They were r e p e a t e d
One major advantage of
thousands of times as MSC
students recently worked at' working in NY is the.chance to
meet people in the industry.
NBC in NY.
One upperclassman
was
For the past two weekends
and on Election Day, many of introduced to _sdme. very
i mportant persons. These
MSC’s Broadcasting Majors
contacts "may someday help
worked on the NBC Election
him to find a j o b in
Unit. Joining them were a few
Broadcasting after graduation.
non-broad casting majors. The
Going to NY was not a IN;
job of the students was to put
work for the Broadcasting
the results from a poll taken by
Majors. During the long and
NBC on Election Day into a
boring training sessions a voice
computer. The Election Unit is
would announce, “The system
located on the 17th floor of the
is down.” With that everyone
RCA Building in NY. Saturday
began long, fri endly
Night Live offices are on the
■conversations; They sometimes
same ffopr. The Broadcasting
Majors learned of the job
lasted several hours. Some
through their Faculty. They; people studied while others just
sat and wasted time while, they
were paid $3.50 an hour.
got paid.
This is not the first time
After the long Election Day
MSC students have worked at
was over at midnight someoriè
NBC. It is a great experience
asked, “1 wonder if Walter
and everyone had fun.
Cronkite started this w,ay?”~ ;
P e t e r M o e l l e r , Fi el d
Coordinator of the Election
Unit remarked, “This is the
second year- we had students
from Montclair.”
By the Geoscience Forecasters'
Tjh* Broadcasting Faculty
Thurs: Partly cloudy, , high
said working at NBC will help
60-65;
low 35-40.
. the students break into the
Fri:
Mostly Sunny, high
field.
6570;
low
45-5Ô.
As he walked about his busy
Sat: Partly Sunny, high
office, Moeller said, “ MSC
6267; low 45-$0.
students seem to do a good
Sun: Mostly Sunny, high
job.” He continued, “ Half the
6065; low 40-45.
Video Display Terminal (VD Ij
In general: Good weekend
operators are from Montclair.”
for
watching meteorite showers
The ot her half*' were a
in the east.
diversified group. They ranged
from a nice old lady to a young
actress.
The offices of Saturday f
Night Live are on the same
floor as the Election Unit.
Several students met Bill
Mu r r a y . They r eceived
autographs and a “nuggy.n
Many of the students who
worked duringthiselection will
return to NBC in the near,
future. Each month NBC-

Montclarieast *

mmk

MSC Students
Work on Polls

Mo\ i o \ kTo \ \mh.,M ( ,.,,.„1.,

MSC A T NBC: Broadeasling Majors gol on-ilie-joh ex/ierienee dnring Eleelions '7H. (I. lo i.) S a in
Boss, Thomas H inniaii. Donna Reccionc. Pania Crossili, Emily Ann '/.¡garelli, and Ed./enisclTworked
in die Eleelion l idi o f XBC in New York.

5 0 Y ears o f Service
(Com. from P. I)
McGee related a story about
drinking in his days. He helped
a professor put in a furnace and
made $ 18 in 12 hours of work, a
large sum in those days. After
debating what to do, McGee
and a friend went to what is
now Burns’ Country Inn and
drank $18 worth of whiskey
sours at $.35 for each one.
.¿¿He explained that he
wrotg a feature on Mae We'st
and tried to get permission tò '
have her lecture at the Collège,
but that Sprague, then MSC
President, would not allow it.
McGee was Advisor to the
MONTCLARION from 196164. Thè paper was put out
about four times per month,
and a special edition was put
out on the Monday after John
F. Kennedy was shot. McGee
left the paper to work on his

doctoral thesis. The late
Russell Krause took over until
Michael F.X. Grieco assumed
the position in 1966.
By the time Grieco took over
the Advisorship, MSC was
largely as you see it today. He
helped make the paper a
regular weekly. The MONT
CLARION won the AllAmerican rating six times
under Grieco.
, ■‘T he biggest difference is
that the paper today is much
more relevant to students.”
Grieco stated. “1think the early
issues are much stronger in the
basics. However, our,writers
today are better journalistic

ally. The coverage is much
more complete and more
-balanced,” he addéd.
Peter J. Baligian, Editor-inChief of the MONTCLAR-)
ION, agrees^ with Grieco. He
thinks that the paper is
mirroring the growth of the
College.
Baligian said that the
MONTCLARION ishopingto
become a bi-weekly paper in
the future. He added that-more
people would be needed.
“Although we’re one of the
best papers in the State, we
could still have better coverage.
There’s always room for
improvement,” Baligian said.

T o n it e

Fr i . & S a t .

WTS
Ev e r y S u n .

CAMPING WAREHOUSE

•WALLWTMMB

C R O S S COUNTRY: SKIS
' 1000 CAM PIN G ITEMS
DOWN A N D PO LAR G U AR D C LO TH IN G ,
ALW AYS ON DISPLAY

Phonefor«mvdirection«
CAM
195W.NJ.
Short
Ave.
v n m PM
r m OR
v n Bogota,
488-1550

T u e s . , N o v .1 4

[call 375-0800 F o r Immediate Appt.J

' 1. Quiet Carriage Return — 13" Carriage
2. Quiet Tabulator — Key Set and Swing Tab
3. Soft Segment Shift for Capitals
4. Erasure Table
3. Text Support
6. Right and Left Carriage Release
7. Carriage Lock
5. Dual Scales — Bail and Carriage
9. Line Drawing Guide
10. Vertical Half Space 9S° Ha0
11. Spring Steel Type Bars
12. Correcting Half Space — The Bst Typewriter
The Best Typewriter
13. X X X . . . - - - Repeat Keys
14. Repeat Space Bari Repeat Back Spacei Repeat Vertical Line Spacing
15. Removable Carriage for Easy Cleaning and Seryicing
16. Includes Carrying Case
- 6 Y R . WARRANTY ON PARTS17. Correction Ribbon Available

LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR. U
i" HOURS
9AM-5PM MON.-SAT. AMPLE PARKING!

SILVER SEIKO HAS PRODUCED OVER 5 MILLION TYPEWRITERS UNDER
SUCH FAMOUS NAMES AS ROYAL. UNDERWOOD. REMINGTON AND FACIT.

Open Thurs. & Fri, tU 9PM
Tues., Wed., Sat., tit 5PM, Closed Sun. & Mon.

i

North Jersey
Gynecological Center

▼
I

¡ABORTION SERVICES!

j
|
■
■
|
■

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures _
Complete Obstetrical &
Gynecological Care
f

f

.

^ 4 0 UNION AVE, SUITE 104, IRVINGTON, N J j

IAD> F A B L E S
Mon . i n Nov .

THE ■
1W JD¥i EMSEHSftl!
Rt. 23 just South of—
W illow brook Mall

Phone:785-3044

Free Admission With
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When Student and Teacher Clash
By Jean Linke
A grievance proceeding is
held only in extreme cases
when a student and instructor
cannot come to an agreement
on such issues as grades, course
requirements, or cheating
accusations: These grievance
proceedings arc usually very
18ng processes which include
the Department Chairman,
School Dean, and in some
cases a faculty,committee'. “
The School of Humanities
hatT an average of four
grievance proceedings a year.
This average may be slightly
higher than the other schools
on campus because the English
Dept, offers courses (“Fresh
man
Composition” and
Introduction to Literature”)
which are required for other
Majors.
In a recent interview,
Wolfgang B. Fleischmann,
Dean of the School of —
Humanities, talked about a^
grievance case that had taken
place and was resolved after a .
f acul t y, c o m m i t t e e was
appointed. He also, explained
the different steps, that are
t a k e n in a g r i e v a n c e
proceeding.
v.

to arrange a make-up, no'
agreement could be reached.”
Fleischmann further
explained, “After conferences
with the Department Chair
man and School DeanTnitially
failed, a faculty committee was
set up.” This com m ittee
consisted ofithree people.
According to the grievance
policy- for The School of
Humanities, two members of
the faculty committee are
appointed by the Dean from
the Department in which the
grievance originàted, while the
third member comes from
another' Department in the
school.
« ’i

This particular committee
ruled that a make-up exam of
the instructor’s.choosing would
be given in the Dean’s office
and that the mark from-that
exam would help determine the
student’s final grade.
One teacher who has served
several,. times on faculty
grievance commi t t ees is
Raymond Paul, Associate
Professor in the English Dept.
'“He is an extremely capable
■handler of.such th+ngs—a very
skilled negotiator,” Fleischman
commented. “We certainly
have overworked him in this
field.”
Over the total of eight years

Is

that the grievance policy has
been in existence, Fleischmann
said there has been an average
of four grievances a year. Not
all these grievajices, however,
reach .the level where a faculty
committee is needed.
Fleischmann pointed out
that one reason for the number
of grievances this school has is
because in the English Dept,
students of many different
majors a re' taking required
•courses.
“ It seems that students
readily grieve against a course
n o t in t h e i r m a j o r , ”
Fleischmann said.
According to Fleischmann.

no teacher' was ever fired
because of a grievance
proceeding. One teacher,
however, was denied tenure.
“The grievances were not the
sole cause,”' Fleischmann
added, “but rather it was part
of a whole picture that showed
the instructor’s teaching to be
generally unsatisfactory.”
On
th e other h a n d .
Fleischmann said he knows of
no case where a student was
dismissed from college because
of a grievance proceeding.
Next week, a case in which
Irwin FL Galwey, Vice
President of Academic Affairs,
was called in will be examined.

ü

Fleischmann recalled an
incident in which a student had
l a n d e d in a . t ake - home
5midterm ejtamtnatio.n paper
that the.teacher fejt was not his
own work.
According to Fleischmann.a
' section of the paper Waswrit'ten
in a different handwriting, and
the teacher felt the paper was a
“collaboration” of two people’s
ideas. When confronted, the
. ..student explained that his,
girlfriend had only copied over
-■a section -for purposes of.
clarity. %
"
- '
“The teacher wanted to fa ilthe student but ended up giviriganincomplet e for the final
" grade.” Fleischmann explained.
“ W hen'the tim e came
3 for the student and instructor-

F ood
D rive
T he Phi Beta Si gma
: Fraternity will be having a
Canned FoodDriyeuntil Tues.,
| | Nov. 2f. Students, faculty,
\ and staff ¡are asked to donate,'
^canned foods and nonperish" able
items. Boxes will beplaced daily in the Black
Student Cooperative Union.
,(BSCU) office, theSecond Floor
of College' Hall near the
switchboard, and at the
Information Desk * in the
Student Center.
All items will be taken to the
Salvation Army to help those
less - f o r t u n a t e enj oy a
Thanksgiving meal.

From a country as clean and un
spoiled as Canada, you’d expect a very
special taste. Fresh from North America’s
most experienced brewery, Molson has
been making friends on both sides of the
border since 1786.

Our three import brands are ready to
show you just how great Canada can taste,
Make it the heartiness of Molson
' ' sllllhi Ale, spirited Canadian Beer,
or smooth Golden,
o l l l l s Or all three.

Brought to you proudly by
Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck. N.Y
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B ergm an’s ’ Sonata’ O ff
task. The Camera pulls back
slowly and in the foreground
stands Viktor (Halvar Bjork),
her husband.' He quickly
introduces us to the situation at
hand.
Eva’s mother, 'Charlotte.
By Jose M. Freire
It is getting rather difficult to
(Ingrid Bergman) a successful!
concert pianist, has just lost her
say that one has just seen the
“new” Bergrrtan film, for what
lover. After a seven year
separation, Eva has chosen to
w e-h av e'seen is merely a
reworking of an older piece.
invite Charlotte to spend a
With Autumn Sonata, _his
vacation with her and- her,
husband at home in Norway.
latest release, Swedish director
The exposition, as is true in
Ingmar Bergman again plunges
most of Bergman’s work, takes
us into his Nordic dreamworld.
up very little screen fime. It is
At his best, Bergman- is a
sublime visionary. Through the *f usually accomplished through
intense exploration of his
verbal means and by a
secondary character.
char act er s, he gives the
Eva’s i nvi t at i on seems
audience, insights into far
greaterpirqblems than those on
innocent; it is only the desire of
the screen..His statements on
a daughter to comfort her ..
mother in a time of distress.
love,'win), God, death; and the
Soon after Charlotte’s arrival,
artist are aimed at our hearts.
FAILING TO AM USE: Swedes Ingrid Bergman and Liv Ullmann
however, we begin to glimpse
By attacking our emotions,
Bergman’s vision is so one
incapable of any but the most
the truth. The relationship
Bergman more powerfully
sided
that .after an hour one
rudimentary
movement
and
between the two--women is
affects our minds.
feels as though they’ve taken
communication.
strained. Fr om the very
At his worst, the director's
everything they possibly could.
Helena’s mothercannot even
beginning, Bergman shows usfilms are still brilliant. His.style
The mother' and daughter
bear
to
look
at
her.
Her
words
the mother’s selfishness'and the
of di rect i on, his expert
settle down to a night of cruel
of love are decidedly false. She
daughter’s smouldering hatred.
handling of actors, his poetic
accusations. The director has
can’t bring herself to touch
dialogue, and the cinematog
What we are about to witness is
truely created a monster in the
Helena,
and
her
compliments
24 hours of purgation, rather
raphy of Sven Nykvist, all
character of Charlotte. She
of
the
crippled
daughter’s,
hair
'Combine, to make the work
than comfort and love.
Abandoned her daughters fora
'are pathetic.1
Charlotte’s desire to leave
outstanding despite the tired
career as a concert pianist, and
Unfortunately, one could
-erupts when she discovers that
themes and strained situations.
spent her few days at home
also
use
the
word
pathetic
to
Autumn Sonata is a member
her other daughter, Helena
attacking Eva. Charlotte felt
describe Autumn Sonata. The
(Lena Nyman) is also present.
of this latter category. The
betrayed by a daughter who
situations
and
characters
are
Helena is a twisted, contorted
1950s and early 60s ' were
could never accomplish her
terribly;
unbelievable,
and
horror. She lies in her crib. .
possibly jthe best years for
Bergman; his.work was varied,
experimental, grid always
fascinating. Excepting- the
masterwork Persona, his work
of the late 60s seems to combine
(Lee Canalito) delivers ice all day. Determined
into one celluloid lump. It is I PA RADISK ALLEY I)i reeled and written by Sy Ivest o r—
Stallone. Produced^by John
Roach and Ronald A. Suppa.
to make so.me^fast money, Cosmo becomes
difficult to distinguish one
A Universal Release. Starring Sylvester Stallone.
Victor’s manager, which leads the pair to a slea/y
work from another. The
underground gladitorial pit called Paradise
By Dirk Bender
director had found his style,
Alley. ;
Well,
moviegoers,
this
time
you’re
in
fora
real
was happy with it, now he was
Victor is game: He quits his old job and takes
treat.
Not.
only
does
our
self-described
rotting in it.
up professional wrestling. Instead of punching
renaissance man Sylvester Stallone screenwrite
Bergman’s work- of this
meat carcasses, Stallone has Victor train by
and direct in Paradise Alley, we are also
decade follows the - same
throwing
concrete blocks into the Hudson.
subrected
to
his
croaky
baritone,
“singing”
the
pattern. Cries and Whispers
Naturally, he wins every match, leading up to the
title tune, along with a couple of shrill female
was e xc e l l e nt , but the
movie’s big climax, a bout with one of Stich’s
remaining films were rather .vocalists (a la Joe Cocker).
hulks.
It’s one of this flick’s more entertaining
uninteresting. It was no longer
Stallone is at his best when he throws in some
segments.
But
never
mind
Stallone's
croaky
- an adventure to see the latest
humor as as afterthought; for example, after
baritone in this production; just taking up space :J
Bergman release. One knew the
winning an organ-grinder’s monkey (which later
is one Tom Waits., who has a bit part as a
subject matter beforehand, and
refuses.to dance) he cuts to the tenement room—
barroom
pianist.
He.gets
abo.ut
three
lines.
T
he'
attending his films became
Cosmo,tosses
aside a ratty curtain to-reveal the
music
accolnpanies
the
first
scene
in
which
the
rather ritualistic; merely a force
poor creature bound by yards of rope to a pipe
Stallone character, Cosmd CarJboni, is involved
of habit. ,
an gagged whith a huge piece of white tape
in a race over tenement rooftops with some other
In A u t u m n S o n a t a ,
(funny thing...a little while later we see Cosmo
anonymous
Hell’s
Kitchen
resident
for
$5.
The
Bergman studies the confronta
taping up Victor’s arms with black electrician’s
five-spot is nailed to a stairwell ol a buildings
tion of two women. This
tape...). But he is dreadful at creating suspense—
b.lock away from the race’s starting point, and
situation is standard, for
every
fight scene runs at least two minutes too
it’s
provided
by
a
slurky,
villainous
mobster
women have always been the
long.
named Stich (Kevin Conway).
characters most representative
This is just the first in a series of encounters
And I don’t care how Stallone’s going to
of Bergman himself. The
with Stich. Cosmo can’t do it alone. He lives with
explain Cosmo's long hair and left earring—
majority of the film takes place
his two brothers in a horrible, rat-and-roachthere’s no way à guy could look like^that and go
over one 24 hour period, and
infested room. Cosmo has no steady job, but it’s
home at night without getting his teeth kicked in
this concentration of time
1946 so he can get away with panhandling as a
if we’re to believe that this is New York in 1946.
enables us> to appreciate the
legless World War 11 veteran. His brothers’
Plus the whole damn thing runs too long—J 08
film’s emotional buildup more
occupations
are
every
bit
as
grim
as
Cosmo’s:
minutés
(the same problem plagued his last
clearly.
Lenny (Armand Assante) is a neighborhood
movie. F.I.S.T.). But -it’s great fun for those of
As the film opens, we see Eva
mortician-he usually starts off the day with a
you who wished that The Six -Million Dollar
(Liv Ullmann) seated at a table.
package
on
his
office
steps
bearing
a
$2Q
bill
and
Man hadn't been dropped by ABC. Otherwise
She is writing a letter; and all of
avoid and wait till it hits the tubea note that reads “ Bury him quick”—while Vic(or
her attention is riveted on the
AUTUMN SONATA. Directed by
Ingmar Bergman. W ritten bv Ingmar .
Bergman. Produced by Persona Film
Gm bH. Munich. Released by New
World Pictures. Starring Lie Ullmann ~
and Ingrid Bergman;

S ta llo n e ’s 'P a ra d ise9L ost

in Bergman's flat Sonata.
mother’s great achievements.
The ultimate sin, however,
occurred when Eva was forced,
at the age of 18, to abort her
child. ' ALL of C h arlo tte’s
atrocities are presented to us in
a c l o s e - u p m o n o l o g oe
delivered by Eva and in
flashbacks carefully integrated
into the present.
We sympathize with Eva’s
hatred until Bergman pushes us
too far. Eva is such a whining,
self-pitying wench that we tire
of her. Not a glimmer of worth
is presented in her characteriza
tion and the one-dimension of
her character is so incredibly
obnoxious.
Eva then accuses her mother
of Hel ena' s illness, and
Charlotte accepts the guilt
openly. Does Bergman expect
us to believe that multiple
s c l e r o s i s is c a u s e d by
dissertation? This stance is
what essentially destroys the
film.
Charlotte cries out to Eva,
“ Help me” while Helena crawls
out of Tier crib and repulsively
crawls towards her mother
cr yi ng, “ Ma ma . Com e.’’
Ber-gman has always mixed
psychological
interpretation
with Gothic terror, but in
Autumn Sonata the latter
becomes ludicrously funny.
Ingrid Bergman and Liv
tJllmann give two of the
greatest performances of their
careers. Their inner pain is
eloquently displayed in their
contorted expressions, and
their lines are delivered in a
classiciil manner that befits
Bergman’s directorial style.
If you are a connoisseur of
fine acting, then Autumn
Sonat a is a gem. The
implausibility of the situations
destroys the work. This film,
like autumn leaves, is beautiful
at first, but soon becomes
grotesque.
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A F u n n y T h in g

...

By Dirk Bender
The Larry Gelbart-Burt
Shevelove musical comedy A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum, presented
by the SGA Players, opened
last night in Memor i al
Auditorium, where it will run
through Sat., Nov. 11. This
musical introduces itself with
Ron Naples (as Pseudolus--a
role immortalized on stage and
screen by Zero Mostel) on the
lip of the stage filling the
M O N K I \K I< > \ M . i i k l i T
expectant audience in on the
FUN ERA L! Dreaming up a dirge for a deceased Leo Hudzik are Ron Naples, Troy Eric West, Joe
details.
Grosso. Jim Pike, and Gerry Appe I in Players' production o f A Funny Thing Happened On the Way
Which are ' as follows:
to
the Forum.
Pseudolus, with Hysterium.are
particular production is- not
house is haunted and will
!thickens~for
Philia is being
slaves to the Roman household
only great fun, as a whole, it
remain so until he’s-made seven
(200 B.C.) of the henpecked saved for Miles, it Roman
a
lso c o n ta i n s several
trips
around
the
Sevitn
Hillsof
Senex and his wife Dominia. warrior and is under contract
o
utstanding individual
Rome.
Pseudolus
also
tells
as
such.
It’s
up
to
Pseudolus
to
They also have a 20-year-old
•performances. Leo Hudzik’s
-Miles that Philia is dead.
make the arrangements.
s o n . H e r o , wh o owns
Hysterium takes his name
But, among the many things
These involve convincing
Pseudolus and is in love with
literally.
His song, I'm Calm, is
promised.
in
the
opening
Lycus,
the
pimp
(who,
like
Philia, the mysterious lady in
a grasping-at-straws-for-mynumber. Comedy Tonight, is “a
white who resides in the Hysterium,. is a bundle of
sanity number~a walk turns
neuroses and is played with, happy ending—of course!”
whorehouse next door.
into a stooped huddle for
Everything
is
tied
up
in
the
last
finesse
by
Robert
Manning)
to
Pseudolus wants nothing
cover,
which turns into a fall.
three
minutes;
all
get
what
they
move
his
courtesans
into
more than his freedom, and
It’s
a
pity that Dominia only
want.Hero (virginally portrayed by Senex’ "house while he’s away.
gets
one
song—her Lament
Forum
is
one
of
those
that
Richard Purcell), believing in. He nat ur al l y m akes an
p
r
o
v
i
d
e
s
L o r r a i n e H.
are
so
entertainingly
written
untimely
return.
Pseudolus
what is fair, is willing to grant
Iwanowski an opportunity to
that it’s seemingly difficult to
him' that in exchange for Philia must persuade Erronius,. a
display her considerable.vocal
r ui n; n o n e t h e l e s s , t hi s
(Carla DiSarno). Here the plot next-door neighbor, that his

skills. And DiSarno’s Philia is
all t o u c h i n g , wi de- eyed
innocence—a perfect match for
her Hero.
<
Those familiar with the
movie version of this play may
be taken back with the relative
starkness of the. set (designed
by Andrew Knapp). But from
the start we are reminded that
this i§, after all, a theatrical
event (at a crucial, climactic
midpoirlt. Pseudolus screams
“ intermission!” ) from the
company—lavishness
would
divert from the fast-p;tced
slapstick action. All it needs is a
couple of doors to run into-and
peek out of. Furthermore, the
elaborate, expressive costum
ing (designed by Robert A.
Horek) completes the effect. .
All in all, if you want to be
entertained and like to laugh,
you have no excuse not to see A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way„tothe Forum. If you cap’t
make it in the evening at 8:30,
there’s a matinee on Fri., Nov.
10, at 2:15. Ticket prices are, as
always here, quite reasonable:
S1 for students, $ 1.50 for senior
citizens, and $2 for standard
admission.

CLASS I C O N C E R TS
PRESENTS

Lonnie Liston Smith
&

Gil Scott Heron
M o n d ay,N o v.20
8 P M -M e m o ria l Aud.
Reserved Seating
$5.00-Students
$6.50-Public
Tickets

^
on sale

^

.w
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Stages of Bowie’s Career
David Bowie
Stage
RCA CPL 2-2913 \
By Kevin Kelleher
Why should David Bowie
release a live alblim now?
Bowie is building gjuidge from
his—past"'to his passionate
present.
Stage, Bowie's new double
album, is far more personal
than any of his ' previous
productions. More of his
intelligent, warm, personality is
visible. It’s a startling contrast
to the coldness and distance of
Diamond Dogs or any of his
.early albums.
It is the early albums he is
trying to redeem. The entire
first side of Stage is devoted tei
Ziggy Stardust. But, Ziggy is
brought up to date. The be,at is
not only stronger and rougher,
but it’s more radically different.
It would be e a s y to believe that
thè singer on Ziggy Stardust
was a spaceman. However, real
people, live human beings sing
on Stage.
Bowie^then skips to his more
recent Station to Station. The
qomic “hologramic” TVC 15 is
one of the high point's of the

has preserved some of his
instrumental numbers from
Low, perhaps.his least popular
album.
Incidentally, Bowie’s second
movie. Just a Gigolo, directed
by David Hemmings. will be
premiering soon. The -action
will take place in the Berlin of

And this Bowie is likeable
and creative. Even his piece
Warzawa, which has been
labelled “desolate” by critics, is
full of meaning and sensitivity.
Stage features the best band
Bowie has recorded with to
date. Their background vocals
are perfect. The arrangements

producer who is not afraid to
change his style. His vocal
quality is unique, and this live
recording dem onstrated all of
its best and most unusual
qualities.
Bowie has the talent .to last a
long time, and those who
despair at the present state of
music should listen to him now
and keep their eyes on him iq
/th e days to come. .

C h a m b er R a n d o lp h ,
R e n d le m a n P e r fo r m
Davi d R a n d o l p h will
conduct the 50-voice MSC
Chamber Choir in its Fall
concert on Sun., Nov. 12, at 8
PM in Memorial Auditorium.
Among program highlights
will be Monteverdi’s Lament.
C a r i s s i m i ’s J e p h te . and
Janequin’s La Guerre. Works
by Haydn, Palestrina, and
Josquin will also be presented.
Student soloists are Myra
Garcia and Marieel Lucero,
both residents of Union City
dnd both sopranos; Jennifer
Ogg of Clifton, mezzo soprano;
-Daniel l urnald of Watchuhg,
tenor; Lisa I.askowich of West
Paterson, piano;,and Nathan
David, a graduate assistant
from New York City, cello.

a lb u m . “

By far, the best song is
Btitekout. but the're are no
weak songs on any u f the four
sides.
His hits Tame (co-authored
with John Lennon), “Hemes",{
and Beamy and the Beast are
all here. Americans, who are
crazy for sound effects, will flip'
, over the synthesized train on
Station to Station.
Tucked into the third side is
what 1 suspect to be the
. payload of the album. Bowie

are distinctly Bowie's. It is'
amazing how well-integrated
this group is. No one steps out
of line or tries to shine in
extended solos. This is an
orchestrated group; a band that
really'plays together.
Bowie is c e r t a i n l y 1 a
cultivated taste, but he is a taste
worth cultivating. He is an
extremely interesting and
talented
writer; performer -

DA VID BOWIE
' the I920’s. M arlene Dietrich,
Kim N ovak. C urt Jurgens.
Synde
Rome, and
M aria
Schnelfw ill also star in the film.
The thrust o f Stage appears
to be the' presentation of a new
Bowie who is Bowie himself.
No longer Ziggy S tardust, nor
A lladin Sane, nor any other
character.

R uth R endlem an, a m em ber of
the music faculty, will be
harpsichord soloist.
R a n d o lp h h a s b een a
P rofessor o f Music a,t MSC
since 1973. He is wideiyi knd-Wii
in the m etropolitan area as
conductor of the M.asterwork
C horus and St. Cecilia C horus,
b o th o f w h ic h p e r f o r m
extensively in Carnegie Hall
and Philharm onic Half. Since
1946 he h a s s e rv e d as
com m entator of the weekly
David Randolph Concerts on
W NYC. He lives in NYC.
The Nov. 12 concert is open
“ To t he"p ubfi c "wit hob t charge.
F urther inform ation may be
obtained from the Music
Dept., 893-5231.

INDIVIDUALIZED HAIRCUTTING
for MEN & WOMEN

Congratulations!

Now what?
You can work 9 to 5 lo r the man, or you can work fulltim e for mankind.
The P E A C E C O R P S and VISTA otter you a real alternative that could be the m o st
rewarding experience of your life.
In the P E A C E C O R P S you can go where your skills and training are needed, y o u
can live in a new land, speak a new language, and be adopted by a new people.
VISTA otters you the opportunity to help people right here in th is country,
whether it's in the troubled ghetto, the m ountains ot Appalachia, or in your own
community.
It you want to d o som ething really important, consider the P E A C E C O H PS or
VISTA . . . because you C A N make all ^ d if f e r e n c e in the world.

S P E C IA L

-PERMS
-BODY WAVES
-SUNBURSTS
-HAIR &SCALP
TREATMENTS
-BEARD &MUSTACHE.
SHAPING &
COLORING
-HENNAS
-HIGHLIGHTS
-FROSTING

W/ STUDENT ID CARD
ONLY MON.— THURS.
CUT & BLOWDRY
$7 (REG. $10)
PERMS OR
BODY WAVES
$22.50 (REG. $30)
(INCLUDES WASH,
CONDITION, CUT &
STYLE)

,

OFFER GOOD TILL
JAN. 1, 1979

P E A C E C O R P S and V IS T A re cruiter w ill be con

ducting interviews w ith seniors and grad students
Mon., Nov. 27 in the Placem ent O ffice, 10—4 PM
We’ll Show You How T o Use That Diploma!

521 MAIN STREET
SINGAC, NJ
(JUST OFF RTE. 23)

CALL
256-0260

MON.—SAT 9—5
THURS. & FRI.-9—8
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O n eg lia ’s D riving 'Power’
By Yvette Watchman
““The "newest MSC jazz band.
Power, lived up to its name
Thursday night as it stormed
through a repertoire ranging
from jazz-rock to big band era
style jazz. The group itself
consists of 27 serious musicians
who together produced a
heavily integrated, big, bold,
and clear sound with an
enthusiasm that carried to the
audience.
This of course may primarily
be because of the jovial
leadership of-founder Mario
Oneglia. During the course of
the evening he~even corrected
instrumental errors- with
enthusiasm, constantly tapping
his foot to the rhythm, singing
to it, or waving his arms to
i ndi c a t e whi ch musi cal

Shadel,
Symphony
Tonight
The MSC Concert Band,
under the direction of William
Shadel, will present its Fall
concert on Thurs.. Nov. 16, at 8
I’M in Memorial Auditorium.
~ The 60-pièce ensemble will
b.e_ he a r d in G i a n n i n i ’s
Symphony fo r Band, Surinach’s Riimo Jondo, Vivaldi's
Concerto in D Major, and
Gunther Schuller’s Meditation.
Trumpet soloists in the Vivaldi
will be Eugene Gurick of
Wallington and Peter Allen ol
Passaic.
A graduate of MSC with a
m aster’s from Manhat t an
School of Music, Shadel has
been on thè College music
facultyxsince 1963, and was
promoted to full professor
earlier this“ year. He plays
Clarinet with the Phoenix
Wo o d wi n d Qu i n t e t and
Mnntclair Chamber MusicSociety and is currently clarinet
soloist with the Broadway hit
musical Dancin'r’Shadel lives
in West Paterson.
Further information about
the band concert may be
obtained by" calling the MSC
Mus i c D e p t ., 893-523 I .
•Admission is free.

direction the band should take,
all with an almost continual
smile.
Asked about the significance
of the group’s name, Oneglia
replied that he was thinking of
the power that would be used in
the music as the majority of the
members went on to student
teaching; although he did
admit that not all- of the
members of Power were Music
Majors or even from MSC.
When asked about the types of
music used, he classified them
as ranging “from contempor
ary ja/z to big band jazz.” ,
He added, “We also try to
use some Latin and semi-rock.”
Indeed, as the rehearsal
progressed the types of songs
did vary from the contempor
ary tune Rock Cha-Cha to a
semi-rock composition/ar«
rangement by Oneglia (a semi
rock song is a contemporary
jazz tune with a rock beat), to
two big band era songs. The
Kid From Red Band, a Count
Basie-song, and the boomingly
classy Duke Ellington song. It

EARN $6-$10/HR
LEARN

BARTENDING
BY DOING

IN 1‘OR 2 WEEKS
Day and Evening Classes
FREE PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE SERVICE
(Available Locally
or In 22 Cities nationwide)

AMERICAN
BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
23 Locations Nationwide
-— NEW YORK CITY
415 Lexington Ave., Ste. 202

212-697-0530
MONTCLAIR
70 Park St.

;

201-783-7100
PISCATAWAY
1032 Stelton Rd.

201-981-1600

Don't Mean A Thing I f It A in’t
Got That Swing, which was
arranged by Oneglia (as were
most of the songs done by the
band), to the bluesy gospel style
song, Sunday Morning, by
Neal Heath, to the mellow final
song. We're Going Home, by
Basie.
The band members them
selves were a diverse group
with different aims and goals.
-Drummer l.ovey Williams, a
TrcSfrman Music Major at
MSC, stated that he joined the
band because“! just like to play
jazz.”
When it came to the style of
music, the soft spoken
Williams, who has played
drums for about ten years, said
thoughtfully, “Well, there’s
mostly ‘straight -ahead’ (big
band era) jazz, and a few Latin
bits.” Williamsrstated he much
preferred Power to the other
bands he had played with in
high school. Another" band

member, a 1 9 ~ year-old
trombone player who had
played for about four years and
had joined the^hand on the
recommendation of fourth
trombone player Kevin Pryor,
unequivocally said of Power
that “of all the bands I’ve
played in, this is The best.”
One of the few band
members not attending college,
he added that he felt it was
performed at a professional
level. This view was shared by
electric guitarist Sue Panagini,
a Sophomore who had playecL
for ten years and was learning
classical guitar at MSC.
Panagine clearly stated that
“ l like (Power) much better
because (Oneglia) gives you a
lot more attention than you get
in other bands, and he demands
more.” Of Oneglia’s style of
instruction she added that he is
“ ent husi ast i c. He’s been
Through a lot himself, and he
makes us work for him.”

The other members of
Power, in addition to Panagini,
as well as Williams, are: Mitch
Barrin, Charles Dixon, a n d .
J a n e t Sp e n c e r on al t o
saxophone'; Dorian Di Micco,
Steve Kaplan-, and Don Jonah
(who also plays for Montclair
Jazz .Machine) on tenor sax;
Denise Bergonzi and Jon
Stadtmuller on baritone; Jim
Bogle, John Sierro. Pete Allen.
Rich Stahnke, Eric Heaven,
Carlo Francis,* and Dan
Turnald on trumpet, Carlos
Rivera, Terry Royful;and Tom
Bethman on trombone, Glen
Cortese, Tom Tuomala. and
Dave Sheridan on keyboards,
Steve Scarola and Kevin
Callaghan on bass guitar, and
Jack Hornblum on drums.
Cert ai nl y, Power is a
talented group as well as an up
and coming attraction well
worth seeing at any time, no
matter what one’s personal
tasteTiappens to be.

ZAR’
S SUBS
In West Orange
Try our Mid-EaSf Specialties
Felafel
Hommus
Shawarma
Kibbi
Also try our STUFFED SUBS^and our delicious Hot and Cold Platters
15% Off with student ID-Offer good until Dec.31
Take Valley Road to Orange Road to Harrison Ave.,
turn left at Main Street and we’re two lights down
on your left.

736-3669

Open 6 days

MOTHERS
R t.23 W ayne,N J
P ro u d ly
P resen ts

HOLME:
G arden S ta te
R ock & R o ll

Every Monday
Night

‘‘Rock & Roll
You Can
Dance To ’ ’
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G ood R ea d s

A W h a le o f A B o o k
Sax# the Whale

PAPERBACK BESTSELLER LIST

Hy Michael KoOpJ
256 /)/>. Random House

The follow ing Bestseller List is reprinted fr o m the Oct.
3(1 issue o f Publisher’s Weekly, a X ero x Com pany.
The follow ing can he fo u n d in the General Book Dept.
in the College Supply Store.
1. The Woman’s Room. Marilyn French/Jove $2.50.
As predicted last week. The Women's Room reaches the
number one spot. It is a most for the reading list of any
woman, whether young, old. single, or married.
2. The Thorn Birds. Colleen McCullough/ Avon $2.50.
If you have not read this one by now, relax with it before
finals: You will not be able to put it down.
3. The Immigrants. Howard Fast/Dell $2.75. This
million copy bestseller is by the author of 35 other books.,
including Freedom Road and April IVJorning.
4. Centennial. James Michener/ Fawcett $2.95.
Written with the same tremendous scope that is
characteristic of all Michener’s movels. Centennial
describes a fictional Colorado town from prehistory to
the 1970’s.
5. My Mother/My Self: The Daughter’s Search for
Identity. Nancy Friday, Dell $2.50. This study of the
relationship between mother and daughter explores
rarely discussed aspects of sexual development and
sexuality.
6. The H onourable School boy. J o h n Le
Carre/ Bantam $2.75. For mystery lovers, this in-depth
spy thriller makes readers do-some thinking at the end.
7. All Things Wise and Wonderfuj. James
' Herriot/ Bantam $2.75. The rolling hillsides of northern
England is the setting for Herriot’s books.
8. The Amityville Horror: A True Story. Jay
Anson, Bantam $2.50. You will be scared ouf ofyour Wits *
while reading this one.
9. Dynasty. Robert S. Elegant/Fawcett $2.75. A wellwritten novel on China by a journalist who has an
extensive background in Chinese history.
10. Dreams Die First. Harold Robbins/ Pocket Books
$2.75. Another Robbins bestseller. The Pirate, will be a
CBS miniseries about a rich sheik and his conquests.

IV7S

______By Mark Leo_______

In the past year there has
been a sudden interest in the
plight of whales around, the
world by the American press
and public. Rock musicians,
such as Jackson Browne have
performed in a number of
benefit concerts in order to
raise funds to aid the Save the
Whal6 Foundation.
Their efforts are directed at
ending the cruel slaughter of
these defenseless creatures by
calling attention to the problem
through rallies and demonstra
tions.: As a result of this
/expomre, the Foundation
hopes to stimulate concern in
the American public, who
would hopefully pressure their
/Senators to enact preventive
anti-slaying, measures. If the
US took a definite stand on the
issue, perhaps other nations
such as- Japan, who is the
leading offender in these
senseless murder s, might
respect and honor their pro-life
position.
One could be tempted -to
view a recently published book
concerning the whales as a way
of capitalizing upon a current
issue. But in Michael Koepfs
first novel. Save The Whale, he
has intentionally created a
novel that revolves around
exploitation.

This intriguing 256 page
story focuses on the travels of
Stanley Curtis. He is a 30 year
old Vietnam vet and San
Franci sco St at e College
graduate who, after two weeks,
cannot handle his job with a
San Fr a nc i s c o collection
agency. He finally realizes that
his life vocation demands a
long journey into California’s
Mendocino woods to search
for an alternative lifestyle and
culture.
Jorgi and his pregnant
girlfriend, Janet, join forces
with Cur t i s . J o r g i , anopportunist aricT con artist
extraordinaire is a man who is
b r i mmi n g wi t h vi t al i t y,
ingenuity, and blessed with a
nose for money.
Jorgi and Curtis find a dead
20-foot killer whale beached in
a low tide 11 miles from their
camp. Jorgi concocts a gigantic

MICHAEL KO EPF

con game. He pumps the whale
with formaldehyde, slaps on 20
gallons of varnish for a high
shine, and mounts the whale on
the back of a rented flat bed
•truck with high tension wires
and pulleys.
Jorgi, Curtis, and Janet
travel out to Interstate 85 and
head for the S o u t h e r n
California cities such as Palo
Alto and Cloverdale inprderto
launch a massive Save the
W h a i e c a m p a i g n . The
campaign is a front for fleecing
money from ecology enthusi
asts and “ liberal ch ic"
conservationists.
Everyone wants a piece of
the action, including Blvth
Champion, who is running for
a California'^Senate seat. The
resulting collision between the
grand ideals of the ecology
movement and the hard reality
of Champion attempting to
make the whale’s misfortune a
campaign issue makes Save
The Whale an irreverent spoof
of ecology and American
lifestyle.
Its targets are many and its
aim is sure: success, sex.
liberalism, law and order,
parlor radicals, and trust-fund
dropouts, Koepf isanauthentic,
new voice in the 70’s that
speaks fof a new post-hippv
generation: sardonic, skeptical,
vet aware of alternatives. He is
not intent on revolution but on
somehow coping with an,
imperfect system.____________

If ore! descriptions hy Micltelc Gaeta.
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ART PRINT DISPLAY and SALE
NEW PUBLICATIONS
M.C. ESCH ER :

WATER, FALLDAY AND NITEREPTILESSTA1RWAYPICASSO:

DON QUIXOT'EPETITES FLEURES3 MUSICIANS
BLUE NUDEOLD GUITARISTVAN G O G H

STARRY NITEBO SCH :

GARDEN OF EARTHLY
DELIGHTSM O N ET

WATER LILLIES- S A LVA D O R DALI

PERSISTANCE OF
MEMORYPLUS MANY MORE

NOVEM BER 9th & 10th
TH U R SD AY— FRIDAY
full-color reproductions of
M ASTERPIECES
featuring the works of Chagall, Dali, Matisse,
Gauguin, Van Gogh, Breughel, Cezanne,
Frankenthaler, Homer, Klee, Miro, Monet
Magritte, Picasso, Rembrandt, Renoir,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Wyeth, and others.

over 400 master prints
[and MASTER DRAWINGS.

TIMES:
9:30—5:00
PLACE:
FIRST FLOOR
STUDENT CTR
PRICES:
MOST PRINTS

$3

(C IN A ) ~
^

fttriONAL

SEMINARS presents

John Schuchardt, Attorney
speaking on

"PEACEMAKING IN THE 7 0 ’S"

C IV IL DISOBEDIENCE
AND

NONVIOLENCE
TUES., NOV. 14, 1 PM—3 PM
BALLROOM B STUDENT CENTER

F R E F A D M IS S IO N
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Athlete
of th e W eek
By Andy Kaye
When you ask receivers’
coach Charlie Cocuzza "about
Hubert Bond, he’ll tell you
straight out, “He’s one of the
best blocking tight ends in the
East....in any division.” -Last
Saturday against Trenton State
(TSC), Bond not onlyvdid his
usual pulverizing j ob of
blocking, he àlso caught 4
pa’sses for 125 yards to earn theMSC Athlete of the Week
honor.
After catching just 4 passes
in MSC’S first ? games, Hubie
has caught 4 in each of _MSC's
last 2 games. Thé Sophomore
from Asbury Park has begun to
show both the coaches and
himself that he rs a capable pass
receiver. ’
“The last 2 wçelcs, I got more
experience as an athlete than in
any other games,” notes Bond.
Speaking about his relative
inactivity as a receiver, Hubie
adds, “Deep down inside, 1
guess 1 queStioned_whether we
were using our passing wisely.
But as long as we’re scoring and
1 contribute, I’m happy.”
Hubie must have- been
ecstatic on Saturday nightvHis
first reception came on a key
third down play and set up
MSC’s first touchdown (they
e v e n t u a l l y won .27-26).
Reception 2 resulted in a 46yard TD. “ It was a 50 zone
pass,” noted Head Coach Fred
Hill. “The receivers run their
routes accor di ng to the
defense.” “I ’m just glad .Scott
( Fischer) threw a good pass so 1
could run u nd e r it
commented Bond. The Hubie
Bond show continued in the
second half as he caught-^ more
passes including a 51-yarder
that set up a I yard Mike Horn
touchdown run..
■'Things wciiiiT aTways so
good for th<F6'3" 21-8 pounder.
Before ent er i ng college,
Hubie’s mother passed away.
Much of the big guy’s zest for
life left Him—but not his zest
for football. “If not for
football,” commented Bond,
“ma\ te 1 wouldn’t have
regained my enthusiasm. 1
always wanted to play and it’s
what my mom always warned. ’
B ondis e n t h u s i a s m is
attested to by his coaches,
“ He’s very boachable and he
wants to get better,” comments
Çoach Cocuzza. Offensive Jine
coach Rick Gianncola adds,
“This is our best offensive fine
ever. Having Hubert is jilst a
tremendous asset!’
Bond is quck to return
compliments to his coache<:;
“Giancola has been a great help
in. improving my blocking
technique. CoacItCdcuzza has

y

helped me in reading defensive
a l i gnme nt s . ” But Hubi e
provided a lot of talent for the
coaches to work with. Coach
Hill lists size, strengths and
balance as Hubie’s top assests.
Quickness and speed appear to
be the areas where he needs his .
biggest improvements.
MSC football fans can look
forward to 2 more years of
excellence from Hubie. He’s
been impressive in his first 2
years (especially last week), but
things promise to get even
better. As Coach Cocuzza says;
“He’s a physical specimen. If he
keeps improving, he should be
awesome.”
KAYE KOMMENTS: The
difference between the average
fan and someone who knows
about the game: average fan
claims Keith Sahlin’s - “chip
shot” field goal won the game.
Someone knowledgable looks
back to 2nd quarter and Mike
Smith’s open field tackle on
I SC’s Nat Woodard on two-

point conversion attempt as
winning play...Another key
play was one which didn’t
count. MSC. botched up yet
another punt attempt but
TSC’s Ken Lozier had called
time...Who was that imposter
posing as Orlando Alvarez, who
dropped a pass on the winning
field goal drive... Last week
incorrectly" identified fullback
Paul Potank’a hometown as
Boonton. Paul, who actually is
from Wanaque, had another
tremendous blocking effort
and also scored the game’s first
touchdown on a 9 yard
run...Coach Hill is looking for
defensive backs. Anyone
interested contact the athletic
departmejit...MSC coaches are
obviously not used to winning.
Instead of wasting champagne
by dumping it over one
another, they actually drank
it...Next week, the top 1 all
sports athlete and the fall
’sports, honor roll will be
revealed.....

CAREER SERVICES PRESENTS

JOBS WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
LEARN HOW TO GET A
F U LL-T IM E OR
SUMMER JOB
WITH THE GOVERNMENT.

MSC captured their first
New Jersey State . College
Athletic Conference (NJSC A C r Title, since 1973, this
past week, when they came
from behind to down Trenton
State (TSC) 27-26.
_This is also the first
championship season for Head
Coach Fred Hill, and his staff
since taking over from the
/ ' legendary Clary. Anderson
three-years ago.
: The Indians close out their
regular season this Friday
night, Nov. 10th, when they,
face Jersey City State (JCSC)
in Roosevelt Stadium. Kickoff
' is slated for 8PM.
With â victory over JCSC,
the Indians will conclude their
most successful season since
1970 when they were 9-l and
Knute Rockne Bowl Champ
ions. MSC is presently sporting
a 7-2 overall record with a 4-0
Conf érence mark. M ore
importantly, however, is that
the Indians have an outside
chance of being selected to an
IjjlCAA Division III playoff,
spot. So ja victory over the
Gothics takes on an even
greater meaning.
“It is'really great to win the
Conference, especially the way
we- came back,” commented
Hill, “ The Li ons were
outstanding- and 1 can’t say
enough about how our players
hung in there, it was a super
i;. comeback.”
Kicker Keith Sahlin upped

his team lead in scaring with
three extra points and two field
goals, including the game
winner with 5 (.seconds left. He
now has 48 points having made
24 of 26 extra points and 8 of 11
field goals..
“We had all the confidence in
the World inJSahlin,” Hill said.
“This undoubtedly was the
biggest play of the season and 1
am glad we have somebody
with his ability to call on.”
MSC’s passing attack also
continued to come on as
quarterback Scott Fischer
connected on II of 20 passes
fo r 210 ya r ds on one
touchdown. Hubert Bond and
Orlando Afvarez were oh the
receiving end of four passes a
piece.
“ 1 would credit much of our
success ift passing to the
offensive line,!’ Hill noted,
“tackle Tom Morton and tight
end Hubert Bond haying been
holding things together all
season and center Pat Rafter
has realist showed • great
improvement for us as well.”
Hill continued by saying that
Fischer has also been making
the big ' plays in crucial
situations.
Defensively, Senior c o 
captain Mark Dorsey- played
his best game of the season as
he was in on 19 tackles
including two quarterback
sacks.
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spoils
H a rriers T o u g h In C T C ’s
Entering the eighth week of the bowling season we find that
the league tightened up at the top into a three team race. The
Pocket Calculators took 5 out of 7 points last week from
M.S.B. Animal House, ledbySueSantare’s 503,swept7 points
from Hapag Lloyd to move within 2 points of the Calculators.
Gasoline Alley remains in third only 6 points off the pace. The
meet the Calculators this week, and this could be a turning
point in the season.
Bob Breen of Gasoline Alley leads the men in average at 172.
Sue Santare of Animal House leads the women at 152.
Finally, the football season has drawn to a close. Tuesday
afternoon the Konetastiks met the Tropicana Express in the
Co-ed final. Led by the talents of quarterback Mike O'Neill and
key receptions made by Mary Carfoll and Joanne Mayer, the
Konetastiks pushed b y ^ th e ' Express 35-70. Many
congratulations to both team on a fine season. This past week
marked the beginning of the Men’s Basketball League. This
year is just a little different. It' is not entirely a “Men’s”
Basketball League. Former women’s basketball star Carol
Blazejowski is participating on one of the teams. This did create
a slight disturbance. However, after reviewing the issues at
hand, it was decided that this was a special case and Carol
would be allowed,to compete.
As far as the league is concerned, it is still too early to make
any conjectures as to the outcome of the league divisions. There
are four divisions in the league with nine to 10 teams in each
division. Right at this moment there are 15 teams with one win
and nine teams who have yet to play.

Carol Blazejowski will be interviewed on WNYC 83 on the
AM dial on Mon., Nov. 15 at 6 PM. There will be a question
and answer period done by Mike Zimit and John Condon.
Wanted: Two good sports'writers.
The Sports deadline will be changed from Tuesday at noon
to Mpndax at 3 PM. The deadline change will go into effect
immediately. Thanks for the cooperation.
Anyone interested in joining the Men’s Indoor Track Team
should attend an organizational meeting on Mon., Nov. 20 at 3
.PM in Chapin Hall, Room 317.

M SC’$ CRO SS CO UNTRY TEAM FINISHED A VERY
SUCCESSFUL SEASON: Led by Rich Wallace. Cliff
Hampson, and Ron Macy.
Led by standout performancesfrom Rich Wallace, John
Bernath, and Cliff Hampson,
the MSC Cryss Country Team
tuned up for this weekend’s
NCAA regionals with a fourth
place finish in Saturday’s
Collegiate Track Conference
.Championships a t ' V a n
Cortlandt Park.
“ T h i s wa s t h e be s t
performance we’ve had in my
reign as MSC coach,” James
Harris said. “Our top four
runners all recorded their best
times at Van Cortlandt. and
this is MSC’s best finish in the
''C T C ’s in quite some time.”
Wallace clocked 26:27 to

place 18th, Bernath 26:29 for
19th, and Hampson 26:50 to
place 24th of more than 160
runners. Iona College /came
away with the team champion
ship in the 23 team race.
G lassboro State C ollege’s
(CiSC) Jack Druse took the
individual honors. ' Harris commented that “We
are definitely in top shape at
this point. We are gunning for
the National Championships,
1and 1 feel that we’re right on
schedule.”
MSC travels to Lebanon
Valley. PA, this weekend for
the N a t i o n a l Col l e gi a t e
Athletic Association- (NCAA)

MSC CHAMBER CHOIR
David Randolph,conductor
Sunday,Nov.12
works by Palestrina,Josquin
Caressimi, Monteverdi

III Mid-East Regional meet,
where the top five teams will
advance to the national finals
Nov. 18 at Augustana, 111.
“We definitely expect to be in
th e m o n e y S a t u r d a y , ”
commented Harris. “Our main
competition should come from
Millersville (PA), Glassboro,
Kutztown (MD), Slippery
Rock (PA), Gettysburg (PA),
and Trenton, but there’ll be
about- 30 other teams to
contend with as well.”
MSC finished 70 points
behind second place GSC in the
CTC’s but defeated Trenton
State College (TSC) by 15
points. “ If we run the way we’re
capable of running, we should
qualify for the finals,” Harris
said.
M S C ’s o t h e r s c o r e r s
Saturday were John Kirchhof.
25th in 27:00; Dan Doherty,
43rd in 27:34; Julius Muinde.
49th in 28:04; and Ron Macey,
52nd in 28:11.
Muinde, a native of Nairobi,
Kenya, has steadily risen-Trom
the position of 10th man in
September, to a spot among th e .
top seven varsity runners.
Running . his first season of
-cross country, the Sophomore
looks like a definite bright spot
in MSC’s future. “Cemetery
Hill did not effect me too much
today,” Julius said, comment
ing on Vdn Cortlandt Park's
monstrous 1000 yard upgrade.
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Physical will be at 3:30 on that same day in the trainer’s
office. Please be there because you can’t compete without one.
If you have any questions, please see Dr. Grey in Chapin 317.
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As the Fall sports season comes to an end, we would like to
thank the Coaches and participants for their patience with an
Î nexperienced Sports Editor and a small staff.
Congratulations on your successful seasons, and good luck
with anv post season play.
The M ONTCI.ARÎON Sports Stafl
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MSC CONCERT BAND
William Shadel,conductor
Thurs.,Nov,16
works by Giannini.Surinach
Schuller, Vivaldi

M d V IV I A R ION Thin s.. N i n lv?H

sports
Sahlin FG Clinches
Title for Indians
By Kenneth Lambert
“ 1 wanted to win it for the Seniors,”
Keith Sahlin said.
Sahlin’s leg won; the game on
Saturday night at Sprague Field in the
last 51 sêco'nds of-the game. The field
goal gave MSC a 27-26 victory over.'
Trenton-State College (TSC). The field
goal wTm more than just a game for the
Seniors.
The victory gave MSC their first NJ
State College Athletic Conference
(NJSCAC) title since 1973. The Indians
in the past couple of years-have either
tied or lost to either TSC or Glassboro
State College (GSC).
It appeared th^t the Tribe was down
fbr the count when TSC scored the go
ahead touchdown'with 5:22 left on the
clock, but in dramatic style MSC was
able to come back.
- ~Orv a fourth and - nine. Tribe
quarterback Scott Fischer faded back
and rifled a perfect pass to flanker Tim
KEITH SAHLI N
McMahon, giving them the exact
number of yards they needed.
' ’The pass play led to the 18 yd. field
goal by Sahlin that won the game. “1
knew it was good as soon as it was
kicked, and my first reaction was to pick
him up,” holder Donald Lewis said.
It was apparent that Lewis wasn’t the
By Andy Kaye
only
one excited about the points. The
Nasr Moussa scored three goals in; seven and one-half minutes to set a NCAA
entire Indian team ran onto the field in
record. MSC thrashed Rutgers (Newark) 8-1.
.
The MSC Varisty Soccer team closed out their regular season with one other jubilation and were pertafized. But who
victory—over Marist College, 1-0. The Indians final record is 9-3-2—their best cared at this point.
It was sweet revenge against the same
record since 1973..'
.
Lion
team that kept MSC from winning
The win over Marist was highlighted by outstanding defensive performanes by
the title last year by beating them XI-14.
fullback Paul Liddy and goalkeeper Bill Muller. This twosome continually
thwarted Marist’s highly touted offense. Marco DeFilipis scored the decider with The game last year was also won in the
last quarter of the game on a field goal.
assists going to Nasr Moussa and Paul Delbe. Saturday’s game was a total mismatch as MSC totally dominated a horrible
Rutgers (Newark) team. Moussa served, four second half goals and added two
assists to run his season total to 15 goals and seven assits.
Winger Rich Zipf added two goals and Frank Erli and Tom Tracey had one
apiece. Delbe and Keith Ruggieri each had two assists.

B o o ters a re S e t

of the total yardage figurg, being
outgained 357-345, but theywere not o n ;
the short end of the final score.
Indian Senior tackle MarkDorsey'at _
6’5",-250 pounds, enjoyed his greatest.
game. He had 19 tackles, four
unassisted, and 15 assisted, plus two
quarterback sacks. _JJe closed out his
college career in grand style.
MSC tightend Hubert Bond enjoyed
his best game in two years with the
Indians. He caught four passes for 125
yds. and one touchdown. His longest
reception. was 51 yds,, which set up
another Tribe touchdown.
TSC’s All-American tailback Nat
Woodard’ who has never enjoyed a
good day against MSC, was again
disappointed. He gained 64 yds. in_2l
carries. which might sound impressive,
but not for a runner with Woodard’s
ability.
, Fullback Paul Potanka busted up the
middle for a nine yd. touchdown run.
Potanka, the replacement for injured^
Pete Waggoner, has steadily improved*
in the four games he has~ played.
1 Potanka, a Junior from Wanaque, will
return next year knowing he’ll be a
--starter.
The Indians also enjoyed the return
of tailback Mike Horn,'who rushed for
62 yds. in 20 carries. This was the first
game that Horn has played since his
injury against Seton Hall University
(SHU) at Giants Stadium.
The win extended MSC’s winning
_ streak to three straight games. The
Indians are now 7-2 overall and 4-0 in
the conference.

...F or T itle
The MSC Soccbr Team has received a bid to the Metropolitan Eastern College
Athletic Conference ( M ECAC) Tournament. This is their first appearance in a post
season tournament since 1972, when th£y were in an NCAA playoff.
- The,Tournament will be held at Trenton State College (TSC) and starts this Sat.,
Nov. 11. The opening round, which starts at 11 AM, has.Kings Point meeting TSC,
and at 1:30 P.M Mercer College faces MSC. On Sunday the two winners meet at I
PM for. the Championship.
" r '
The Indians enjoyed their most successful season in six years, as they finished
with an outstanding 9-3-2 record and tied for third place in the Conference.
"1 am really pleased that we got invited to the Tournament,” commented Head
Coach Bob Wolfarth, “I think the players did a great jornthis year and deserve to be
there.”
Woffiirth continued by saying that this really helps our Soccer Program and is a
great thrill for the players to participate in post sdason play.
The Indians had some_putstanding accomplishments this season, which included
never being"shut out,-outscoring their opponents 38-16, winning big victories over
Kean, and Marist,-and tying Fairleigh Dickinson University(FDU).Their38goals
were the most scored since 1969. ,
Leading the Indians offensive attack were Nasr EFDin MouSsa, who had 15
goals and seven assists; Rich Zipf, and Keith Ruggieri, both with five goals and four
assists; and Paul Delbo With three goals and four assists.
“It was an overall (earn effort which got us here and by/losingonly twcvSeniors, I
hope we can continue this winning tradition for years to come,” said an optimistic
Wolfarth.

MSC’-S (Til A W Ú m 'Keith R u b id i ilenionstratcs (Inhhlmit ability.

